Covers: Front & Back- Tibberton Church (see article P21)
Back Cover Figures, from top right clockwise:
Nave north wall, with herring bone masonry, blocked doorway and 14th century decorated window
Nave south wall, with herring bone masonry, blocked windows and doorway and 14th century
decorated windows
Chancel south wall with Early English windows
Chancel north wall with herring bone masonry, probable 13th century doorway (not head) and decorated window
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OBITUARY
Dr Alf Webb. 2 August 1924 to 6 February 2011

Alf led an extraordinary life, from his amazing war
time career when he was badly wounded in Albania,
to his unbelievably full early retirement years, which
he described as ‘the best employment around’.

He became a micro-light pilot at the age of 68 (1992).
Despite being blown out of the skies during the war, a
love of flying still held that extra special thrill and he
also put this to good use in his archaeological work by
doing his own aerial reconnaissance of the landscape.

Whilst working with GPO Telephones he found
himself working on overseas contracts when he had
the opportunity to meet first-hand many indigenous
groups. This developed into a serious study of huntergatherer communities and he gained the Fellowship
of the Royal Anthropological Institute of London.
With his dry sense of humour he always found it
amusing to be able to add FRAIL after his name!

From being the ‘all England Boys Archery Champion’,
Alf’s abiding passion throughout his life was archery.
He was a long standing and valuable member of the
Committee of the Society of Archer Antiquaries and
also edited their newsletter ‘Arrowhead’. This came
to the notice of Chinese archaeologists who had a
dangerous problem working with the ‘Terracotta
Army’. The figures of the crossbow archers were
wielding loaded crossbows, which were firing when
excavation was taking place. Alf scribbled the design
of a safety device and sent it to them. Unbeknown
to him they used it and the members of Archer
Antiquaries group were invited to China to see the
results. Unfortunately Alf was having problems with
his war-wounded body at the time, but some years
later he was invited as a tour guide to a group from
an American University. Whilst there, he was asked
to give an impromptu talk and demonstration of the
safety device, which was translated into Chinese.

His retirement gave Alf time for some relaxation and
this was when his interest in archaeology ‘sparked
off’. He had volunteered for work on the excavation
of the Roskilde Viking ship and later in 1990 he was
awarded with an Honorary Award from the University
of Copenhagen for his work on researching 10th
and 11th century bows. His name is inscribed on the
wall panels there. He later joined the East Herts.
Archaeological Society which led to a Diploma in
Archaeology and eight hard years later he was awarded
Doctor of Archaeology for his work on the Mary Rose,
where he devised a way of enclosing the bows when
brought to the surface, thus imitating the conditions
in which they were found, in order to preserve them.

When he moved to the Forest he was invited to
join the Dean Archaeology Group (DAG) by the
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late Bryan Walters and over the years took over
most of the officers’ tasks and became the Group’s
President in 2001. He was the driving force behind
the DAG and either wrote or encouraged others
to write books and booklets on various periods of
history of his adopted home. Not busy enough with
his own interests, the University of the Third Age
then claimed his attention, with regular two hour
meetings each month. Enthusiastic membership and
hard work resulted in a number of booklets such as
Deserted Villages, Named Wells and a Barns survey.

had to be postponed from the 20th February until a tribute
day was held on 26th June 2011 at Beechenhurst Lodge.
Hugh Soar of the Society of Archer Antiquaries
summed up Alf so well: ‘His capacity for survival
was equalled only by his unrelenting search for
knowledge. The Society is weaker by his passing.’
Alf’s great friend Anna Nowolsielski died on
17th September 2010. She always worked quietly
in the background, but her contribution was
immense; she was the driver to sites, the proof
reader and the talented illustrator for Dr Webb’s
publications. Alf and Anna are greatly missed.

In 2003, Alf’s war time undercover name of Spider
Smythe emerged again when he wrote ‘A Strange War’,
a biography of survival, one man’s war. It documents
his almost unbelievable war career and made Indiana
Jones appear a wimp! Alf was so looking forward to the
launch of his latest book Dark Age Dean, which sadly

Adapted by Diane Charlesworth from the obituary by
Marlene Wilkinson and on the DAG website, with the kind
permission of the Director of Archaeology Phil Riches.

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT TO THE 2011 AGM
Mike Milward

I am grateful to Diane Charlesworth and Les
Comtesse, not only for editing and producing
Glevensis, but also this year for shouldering the extra
burden of editing and producing “Seeing Through the
Trees”, the report on the Lidar project. We wanted
this report to make a strong visual impact and to be a
worthy account of all the work that many of you put
in to the project, and Diane and Les clearly succeeded.
The latest edition of Current Archaeology devotes
a page to one of the articles in “Seeing Through
the Trees” and the News Editor of that magazine
described the report as “thoroughly professional”.

In the course of the last 12 months Eddie Price
completed and published Volume 3 of his report on
Frocester, entitled Excavations 1995 - 2009; this brings
to a triumphant conclusion 48 years of work on this
site and makes the full results of all that work available
in great detail in 4 volumes. We have congratulated
Eddie many times before and I am happy to do so one
more time for this landmark achievement. GADARG
should also offer our congratulations to Terry MooreScott, who has won this year’s Bryan Jerrard award
for his article “Medieval Fish Weirs on the mid-Tidal
Reaches of the Severn River” which appeared in the
last issue of Glevensis, the second time this prize
has gone to a GADARG member following Russell
Howes winning of the inaugural award in 2002.

The Lidar project was run by a sub-committee which
met several times through 2010 and which oversaw the
progress of the work and the spending of the Heritage
Lottery Fund Grant money. The HLF expressed itself
satisfied with the conduct and the outcome of the
project and I am grateful to Ann Maxwell and Tony
Roberts who effectively managed the project and kept
us all up to the mark. One of the lasting benefits of the
project is the approved purchase of a laptop and digital
projector. Following their use at a presentation to the
Cranham Local History Society on the progress of the
project, this equipment is now available for use at our
regular meetings and has moved GADARG on from
the age of the old slide projector. The sub-committee
has now been wound up but activities under the
project are set to resume with the better weather; Ann
is already starting to arrange some resisitivity dates.

The committee has continued to work on your behalf,
although we have had to do so without a secretary.
Martin Ecclestone has kindly supported us by taking
minutes when he was available, but we really do need a
secretary. We have a volunteer of the highest quality to
do the job in Marta Cock, who is currently the organiser
of our lectures and outings, but she clearly could not
do both jobs. Consequently the committee would be
delighted to hear from any GADARG member who
would be willing to step in and take over the programme
of talks and outings (or even just the outings), even if
they did not feel able to join the committee, as this is
something that could be done outside the committee,
but with full support from Marta and the rest of us. The
programme for 2011-12 is already almost complete.
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A vote of thanks also to Marta for the lectures we
have enjoyed this season, the one I found most
engaging was Paul Barnet talking both passionately
and entertainingly about the Purton Hulks, and for the
outings: Berkeley, fascinating despite the incessant rain,
Skenfrith, Kempley and a glorious day at Kenilworth.

The most exciting archaeological event locally
has been the discovery of a substantial AngloSaxon hall under a school playing field in
Cheltenham and we look forward to hearing
about that from the horse’s mouth when Cotswold
Archaeology provide us with a lecture next season.

Other
things
that
have
occupied
committee this past 12 months have included:

In the wider world, archaeology has been hit by funding
cuts as part of this government’s response to the
recession, 32% cut from the English Heritage budget
for example, although the HER in Gloucestershire
and our colleagues in the Archaeology Service of the
Gloucestershire County Council have survived so far.
At the same time, the old planning documentation
PPG16 has been replaced by a new guidance paper
PPS5. Taken together, these two events can be seen
in terms of opportunity as well as challenge. The
Institute for Archaeology has set up a group to point
the way forward for exploiting new opportunities
under PPS5, and there is much talk of the current
popularity and high profile of archaeology apparently
reflected in increasing membership of organisations
like the NT and the CBA. We need to look with
fresh eyes at GADARG and its slowly declining
membership in this context and think seriously about
how to make our society more attractive to local
people with such interests. Archaeology generally
looks likely to become ever more reliant for funding
on the HLF, and since we have already dipped our toe
in this pool with some success, perhaps we should
not be too hesitant about doing it again. Although the
commitment required from your committee in terms
of time and effort is not trivial, the payback in new
fieldwork could be worth it if we were confident that
it would pull in more members, but that’s a big if.

your

•

the website - many thanks to Julian Rawes

•

the selection of a new venue for our Gloucester
meetings as we will no longer be able to afford
to use the facilities of the Archives here. While I
am on the subject can I record our thanks to Paul
Evans, who has really put himself out to ensure that
our meetings here have gone without a hitch, we
have been well looked after and will be sorry to go.

•

ensuring that the GADARG display boards have
been used effectively to promote the society
and its activities - they have appeared in the
Cathedral and here in the Archives as well as at
other local functions, thanks to Angie Newcombe.

•

and of course our financial situation, which
you will hear about in the Treasurer’s report.

The Lidar project predictably accounted for most
of the fieldwork that has taken place over the
last year, but there has also been a considerable
amount of work at Linton, looking for a Roman
road, while at Frampton on Severn a GADARG
member has been using our resisitivity equipment to
search for evidence of the earliest settlement there.

THE BRYAN GERRARD AWARD
Congratulations

to

Russell

Howes

who

was
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shortlisted

once

again

for

this

award.
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EXCAVATIONS AT FOX’S FIELD, EBLEY ROAD, STONEHOUSE – INTERIM REPORT
Mark Brett, E.R. McSloy and Mary Alexander (Cotswold Archaeology)

Figure 1 :Site location. Scale 1:25,000

Introduction

Stonehouse to Ebley road and the Gloucester to
Swindon railway line (Figures 1 and 2). Located at
the foot of the Cotswold ridge, the site slopes upwards
to the north between 40m and 50m AOD. Excavation
began with the removal of topsoil by machine;
archaeological features thus revealed were excavated
by hand. Evidence for prehistoric activity of the Late
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age (Beaker period) and of
Iron Age date was identified, but the most numerous
remains, in the south-eastern quadrant of the site,
were of a previously unknown settlement of RomanoBritish date.

Geophysical survey1 and trial excavations2 demonstrated
the presence of significant and shallowly buried
Romano-British deposits, structures and finds within
an area of a proposed housing development at Fox’s
Field, Ebley Road, Stonehouse (NGR: SO821048)
(Figure 1). In addition, the recovery of part of a rare
Neolithic polished stone mace head, and other residual
flint objects, suggested a potential for prehistoric
activity. In view of these preliminary investigations,
excavation of all archaeologically significant
deposits and features was required in advance of
construction works. This was undertaken by Cotswold
Archaeology, on behalf of Barratt Homes, Bristol,
between September 2010 and March 2011.

This interim report presents a provisional interpretation
of these findings. Post-excavation work is ongoing
and further analysis of the archaeological features, the
artefacts and environmental evidence will lead to a
fuller understanding of the sequence and character of
the archaeological activity reported herein.

The site covers an area of approximately 3ha on
the western outskirts of Ebley, between the B4008
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Figure 2 :The site with all archaeological features. Scale 1:2000

Results

by 1.8m in width at its widest extent, built of rough
limestone blocks of which two courses survived.
The crop-dryer lay adjacent to two parallel lines
of postholes, which may represent an associated
structure. The lines of postholes may also have some
association with a north-south ditch (Ditch E) located
to the west. The clear plan of a circular post-built
structure was evident, lying west of Ditch D beyond
the enclosure. This measured approximately 6m in
diameter and comprised eight small postholes, all
containing carbon-rich material, suggesting that the
structure was burnt in situ. A small quantity of pottery
dated to the 2nd century AD was recovered from
one of its postholes. Numerous other postholes were
excavated within the enclosure, and further analysis
may lead to the identification of other structures. There
was no evidence for substantial buildings, although a
large quantity of Roman ceramic tile fragments was
found in pits and ditches towards the southern side of
the site. Many of these fragments can be identified as
roof tiles and box-flue tiles, suggesting that a Roman
building of fairly high status once stood nearby, to the
south of the site.

The earliest evidence was from tree-throw hollow
(1005) at the north-east site of the site (Figure 3), from
which sherds from at least four Beaker vessels (c.
2600 BC-1800 BC) were recovered, with a group of
worked flints. There were also a small number of pits
that pre-dated the Roman activity containing pottery
provisionally dated to the Late Iron Age.
The majority of the evidence dated to the Roman period,
including boundary ditches, pits, postholes and other
structural evidence (Figure 3). Ditches A, B, C and D
appeared to define three sides of a rectilinear enclosure
within which the majority of the Roman settlement
evidence was contained. There was no evidence for
a western boundary to the enclosure. Sherds of early
Roman pottery came from these ditches, with the later
fills of Ditch A dating to the later Roman period. The
eastern terminus of Ditch A was particularly abundant
in finds, including a copper-alloy finger ring complete
with a glass setting. A trackway, which entered the
site from the north, ran towards the entrance at the
north-eastern corner of the enclosure. A few pottery
sherds broadly dated as Roman were recovered from
this feature. To the north of the enclosure another eastwest ditch (Ditch F) and some broadly parallel narrow
linear features, provisionally interpreted as wheel ruts,
are also thought to be Roman (Figure 3).

Fourteen human burials were discovered, all except
one within the confines of the Roman enclosure. The
outlying burial lay immediately west of Ditch D. Those
within the enclosure were widely dispersed. Pottery
and other artefacts were found in the grave fills with
dates ranging from the early to the late Roman period.
Burial 1217, located towards the northern extent of the
enclosure, was cut by later burial 1167.

A crop-drying oven was located within the enclosure.
This was a T-shaped construction, 3.3m in length
6

Figure 3 Detail of the eastern half of the site. Scale 1:750
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The Finds

The burials included prone, supine, flexed, crouched
and extended examples and the orientation of the
graves also varied. Particularly notable amongst the
inhumations was burial 1192, located within the southeastern corner of the enclosure, which contained the
skeletons of two individuals, closely flexed together.
Iron nails around the edges of the graves for burials
1530, 2110 and 2113 indicate that these were buried
within coffins. Hobnails recovered from around the feet
of three skeletons shows that they were buried wearing
footwear, a practice which became commonplace in
rural settlements during the late 2nd and 3rd centuries
AD.3 Burial 1193 was one of those that featured
hobnails, and a coin dated to AD 324-30 was found
adjacent to the lower part of the skull. The custom of
placing a coin in the mouth of the dead, as the fare
for the ferryman Charon for safe passage across the
River Styx in the afterlife, was commonplace by
the 4th century AD.4 Other finds associated with the
inhumations include as yet unidentified lead objects,
a flint blade and a sizeable iron cleaver interred next
to the skeletal remains within burial 1171. Further
conservation work will be undertaken on the grave
goods.

The earliest evidence from the site was worked flint
including blades, blade cores and one microlith dating
to the Mesolithic (c. 10000 – 4000 BC). A large flint
pick (Figure 4) recovered from a later Roman feature
might also date to the Mesolithic or Neolithic. The
bulk of the worked flint, and the stone mace head of
Neolithic type which was found during the evaluation,
were re-deposited finds from Roman dated deposits.
The Beaker pottery from tree throw (1005) includes
sherds from fineware vessels, decorated with bands of
square-tooth comb impressions, and coarsewares with
impressed fingernail decoration.

Figure 4 :Mesolithic or Neolithic flint pick.

Three pits (1383, 1409 and 1503), located close to the
southern edge of Ditch A, exhibited evidence of either
in situ scorching or having heated material deposited
within them, and may represent some form of smallscale industrial process undertaken in this part of the
site. Pits 1308, 1427 and 1346 contained burnt clay
and charcoal which may represent industrial waste
from the same activities.

The Late Iron Age pottery found in the south-eastern
quadrant of the site includes several substantially
complete pottery vessels. These are large storage
vessels which appear to have been set upright into the
ground and may have served as ‘cold storage’.
About 5000 fragments of Romano-British pottery were
recovered from pits, ditches and midden deposits. The
majority consists of coarsewares originating from the
wider region, with Severn Valley wares, reduced wares
from north Wiltshire and limestone-tempered wares
from the Malvern Hills especially prominent. High
quality tablewares such as Gaulish samian or amphorae
are not common, and overall the assemblage is quite
typical of rural sites of the Roman period. One unusual
find among the Roman pottery is represented by two
sherds of British-made samian, from Pulborough,
Sussex.

Three almost complete storage vessels were recovered
from small pits. Pit 1369 was at the south end of the
enclosure, with pits 1388 and 1391 further to the
south. The soil within these vessels will be sieved for
the recovery of evidence for their former contents.
Surface deposits of dark, finds-rich material (H and I)
have been provisionally interpreted as middens. These
deposits were removed by hand, revealing a number
of features beneath. A copper-alloy nail cleaner, part
of a Roman toiletry set, was recovered from one of
the features underlying midden H. A similar deposit
(J) filled a distinct hollow which deepened to the
south. This hollow lay in the gap between Ditches C
and D and appears to be the northern end of a wellworn access route running south beyond the edge of
excavation. Ironworking slag dumped into this hollow
may have served as a metalled surface.

The Roman pottery and other finds indicate that most
of the settlement activity dates to the earlier Roman
period, the later 1st to 2nd/earlier 3rd centuries AD.
There is some sporadic evidence for later Roman
activity, and the 4th-century coin (of the empress
Helena) from burial 1193 is evidence that one at least
of the burials dates to the mid fourth century or later.

The excavations also found the buried surface of
Greenbridge Lane, a path that once crossed the field
before it was truncated by the construction of the
Swindon to Gloucester railway line in the 1840s.5

Roman metal finds include brooches, a finger ring and
a fine nail cleaner. Iron objects such as a plough share
and a shears blade reflect agricultural activity, whilst a
complete upper stone from a quern with its lead-set iron
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An equally important aspect of the excavation is the
identification of a previously unknown RomanoBritish settlement. The evidence suggests that the
enclosure ditches define an area of activity beyond the
settlement core, where crop-processing and possibly
some small-scale industrial activity were undertaken.
There was no evidence for any domestic structures but
large quantities of building material imply a Romanised
building (of a status above that of a farmstead) once
stood nearby, and the twisted lead object suggests it
featured at least one mosaic floor. It is possible a villa
lay adjacent, perhaps beyond the southern limit of
excavation. The upland valleys of the Cotswolds have
long been recognised as an area densely farmed in the
Roman period, where Roman villa sites are widely
found, mostly dated to the later Roman period (3rd and
4th centuries AD).6 The discoveries at Ebley Road join
a growing body of evidence for the location of Roman
settlement sites on the Cotswold escarpment, on the
edge of the Severn Vale, which includes the sites at
Frocester, Whitminster and Eastington.7
Figure 5 :Quernstone with a central iron spindle.
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A FIELD AT LINTON (CHURCHAM PARISH)
Terry Moore-Scott
Introduction

no evidence of significant archaeological deposits.
The geophysics work then moved to the second field
lying east of the A48 and here the results were more
meaningful in a number of respects and it is with this
area that the rest of this article is concerned (see fig. 1).

In 2009, Gloucestershire County Council wished
to establish the suitability of two fields on the west
side of Gloucester as the site of a new Park and Ride
facility. The two fields are located one each side of
the A48 road just south of its junction with the A40
at the Highnam roundabout. As part of the project, the
County Council commissioned the Hereford-based
geophysics survey contractor ArchaeoPhysica Ltd. to
carry out a magnetometry survey of both fields. This
was carried out in mid-2009 and a detailed report was
produced by the contractor.1

According to the 1839 tithe apportionment map drawn
by Geoff Gwatkin, the eastern field (as it will now be
called ) was originally made up of two parcels of land
jointly known as the ‘Seasons’. To all appearances this
field, like the other surveyed, had been in agriculture
for a long time. The magnetometry survey produced
evidence of an amount of surviving ridge and furrow,
ditches, field boundaries and pits mostly relating to
late medieval and post medieval periods, but also one
possible prehistoric ditch feature (see Fig. 2). (Fuller
details are provided in the ArchaeoPhysics report).

Attention was paid first to the field to the west of the
A48. This was surveyed by magnetometer and also
evaluated for archaeological potential by means of
a number of test trenches carried out by the County
Archaeological Service.2 In the event, the geophysics
detected only a small area of ridge and furrow and the
occasional field drain whilst the trenching produced

Also revealed though were two linear features at
approximately SO379839 219024 and SO 379839
219000 running in a south-westerly direction (F10

Fig. 1. Location of the second survey site west of Gloucester. The field is bounded
by the A40 road on the north, the A48 on the west, a drainage channel on the east,
and the railway line to South Wales on the south. It slopes gently to the south east and the soil is a
clayey loam.
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Fig. 2. Plot of magnetometry anomalies observed in the eastern field. The Highnam roundabout is at the top left
hand corner and the South Wales railway runs across the bottom of the plot.
(Reproduced by kind permission of ArchaeoPhysica Ltd.)
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and F11 in the plot at Fig. 2) which ArchaeoPhysica
identified as two parallel ditch fills each up to 1.5m
wide and separated from each other by 8-9m. Taken
together, they would be typical of the flanking ditches
of a Roman road. The traces get fainter and disappear
altogether further south where they may have been
obscured or removed by ridge and furrow. There is no
sign of the road surface itself which may have been
removed by agricultural activity long ago.

Fifteen 20m x 20m grid squares were surveyed using
the group’s own twin-probe TR/CIA resistance meter
(see Fig. 3). Within each grid, the measurements
were taken at 1m. intervals along a series of parallel
traverses 1m. apart. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
We would appear to have three linear features , running
in a roughly north-easterly to south-westerly direction
approximately 10-15m apart (see A to C on Fig. 4). The
distance between features B and C however appears to
be wider, nearer 20m. While these features are on a
roughly similar alignment to the traces discovered by
magnetometry, they do not coincide.

A Roman road in this location is not expected but there
is an amount of circumstantial evidence pointing to an
ancient, possibly Roman, road that branched off the
main Roman road west out of Gloucester somewhere
in the vicinity of Linton (see discussion below).

There is no obvious interpretation of these results. The
following possibilities have been considered:

Resistivity

a) that the resistivity has detected natural, possibly
geological, features below ground (although it is
not clear what these might be);
b) it has detected reflections of early tracks or drove
routes which follow roughly the line of an earlier,
possibly Roman, alignment;
c) the features represent Civil War earthworks;
d) (provided by Eddie Price) that the resistivity
shows three plough ridges running northeast–
southwest (A-C on Fig. 4) with a major headland
ridge between B and C. The headland could have
served as an earlier right of way, respecting an
even earlier, possibly Roman agger, alignment.

In view of the potentially interesting nature of these
particular features (now recorded as HER3417), and
taking advantage of the fact that so far Gloucestershire
County Council have not proceeded with further
development of the site for Park & Ride purposes,
GADARG resolved that it would be worth investigating
the site further. Consequently, in September 2010
members of the group carried out a two-day resistivity
survey over that portion of the field incorporating the
supposed Roman road features.
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Whether or not any one of these suggested explanations
is the correct one, it is unlikely that the real situation
will be established without further research.
Field walking
In the next phase of work to evaluate this particular
site, a group of 20 GADARG members carried out a
systematic field-walk survey. This took place on 19
March 2011 in reasonably favourable conditions: the
weather was fine and moderately dry and the field had
been cleared of all crops, but the ground had recently
been ploughed and the soil had not yet weathered
down. It was decided to survey a block of 30 X 20m.
squares covering the area around the supposed Roman
road traces. The number of volunteers meant that a
group of 5 or 6 people could spend 20 minutes or so
in close examination of each square. The walkers were
of varying degrees of skill but the common aim was
to pick up any ostensibly anomalous objects lying on
the ground surface, such as pottery, building material,
metal and glass objects.

1,

80

C17/18 Tiger ware 			

2

C18 Slipware ` 				

1

South Devon gravel tempered ware

1

C19 Stoneware 				

12

C19 miscellaneous ware 			

1

C20 miscellaneous ware 			

9

Willow pattern 				

116

Flint 					

1

Possible tessera 				

1

Oyster shell 				

22

Clay pipe, incl. one C18 bowl 		

144

Iron objects, mostly nails but incl. some slag 28
Glass objects				

5,

incl. base of 17/18th cent. onion bottle (found in grid
square E5.)
The very small quantity of Seven Valley Ware and
the scattering of oyster shell fragments might be a
reflection of Roman activity in this area, but does not
in itself indicate a direct Roman association for this
particular site. There is no meaningful concentration
of finds and no clear sign of settlement (see figs 6
& 7). The impression gained confirms the earlier
magnetometry evidence that the field has been in
agriculture for a long time. The great bulk of finds

Types of wares and totals of samples found over the
whole area surveyed were as follows:
16th cent. Stoneware 			

C17/18 Red ware				

Modern CBM (Ceramic Building Material) 150+

Pottery

3
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Other Finds

GADARG is extremely grateful to Kurt Adams,
Portable Finds Liaison Officer for Gloucestershire and
Avon, for undertaking a detailed assessment of the
finds from this activity and the following details are
based very largely on his findings.

Roman (Severn Valley Ware) 		

Late 17th century (late C17) Border ware

incl. fragment of Bellarmine jar (found in grid
						
square C4)

Fig. 5. Most of the GADARG field walking team at Linton field, 19 March 2011.
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century German stoneware Bellarmine jug (fig 8a) and
the base of a late17th/early 18th century glass onion
bottle (fig 9). (A complete jug is shown in fig 8b for
comparison with fig 8a.)

date from no earlier than the 17th century (see also
section below on metal detector finds reflecting 17th
century Civil War activity for the site). Of particular
note is the almost complete bearded face from a 17th

Fig. 6. Density plot for all finds (note that the lines of
the supposed Roman road are shown shaded).

Fig. 7. Density plot for finds of pottery.

Fig. 8a. The almost complete bearded face from a
17th century German stoneware Bellarmine jug.

Fig 8b. Complete Bellarmine jug
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Fig. 9. The base of a late17th/early 18th century glass
onion bottle. Originally the glass would have been
blue coloured.

Fig.10. 16th/17th century double loop buckle found at
Linton (see above table).

Fig.11A. A crushed “Apostle’s Cap” as found at
Linton (see above table).

Fig.11B. A pair of gunpowder flasks (“apostles”) with
their caps still present, attached to the remains of a
Civil War soldier’s bandolier belt.
(Barnstaple City Museum).
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Metal Detection
The access that GADARG had to the site in September 2010 and again in March 2011 was also an opportunity to
conduct limited metal detection surveys over the target area. David Mayes of the Taynton Metal Detection Club
(and a friend of GADARG) kindly agreed to carry out both the surveys. We are indebted to him for providing his
finds and the following details:
Find description 		

Grid Reference 		

Comment

Double loop buckle, C16-17

SO 79832 19079 		

Copper alloy (see Fig. 10)

Roman coin 			

SO 79697 18983 		

Copper alloy. Diam. 11-13mm. Very worn.

Roman coin 			

SO 79804 19074 		

Copper alloy. Diam. 17mm.Very worn

“Apostle’s Cap”. 			
SO 79806 18997 		
							
							
							

Lead. Of a type used by Civil War soldiers 		
to cap the gunpowder flasks (often 12 of them)
which hung from a bandolier belt.			
(see Figs. 11A and B)

Musket ball 			

SO 79897 19051		

Lead. Diam. 10mm.

Musket ball 			

SO 79789 18995 		

Lead. Diam. 10mm. Impacted.

Musket ball 			

SO 79353 19059		

Lead. Diam. 10mm.

Musket ball 			

SO 79781 18984 		

Lead. Diam. 15mm.

Musket ball 			

SO 79860 19001 		

Lead. Diam. 15mm. Impacted.

Musket ball 			

SO 79831 19013

Lead. Diam. 15mm.

Musket ball 			

SO 79797 19013 		

Lead. Diam. 18mm.

Musket ball 			

SO 79790 19001 		

Lead. Diam. 20mm.

Musket ball 			

SO 79831 19029 		

Lead. Diam. 20mm. Impacted.

Musket ball 			

SO 79815 19083 		

Lead. Diam. 20mm.

Musket ball 			

Unknown Lead. 		

Diam. 20mm. Impacted.

Small cylindrical plug of lead

SO 79759 19101		

L. 30mm., diam. c.10mm.

U/i object 			

SO 79718 19001 		

Tin? Poss. decorative mount.

Barrel tap key 			

SO 79742 19065 		

?Bronze. Prob. 19th cent.

The two Roman coins found are probably chance finds,3
and there is no other indication of ancient associations
for this site. The other finds however convey a
clear indication of this site having been involved
in the Civil War activities that took place around
Highnam. In February 1643, a large royalist force
of Welshmen advanced through the Forest of Dean
against Gloucester and encamped at Highnam Court
(just a few hundred metres from our site), throwing up
entrenchments to command the junction of the Ross,

Newent and Chepstow roads. For several weeks, we
are told, they were harassed by parliamentary forces
operating from The Vineyard at Over. Eventually, at
the end of March 1643, the royalists surrendered to
superior parliamentarian forces attacking from both
the west and the east of Highnam.4 The discovery of so
many musket balls in a relatively small area (especially
of those showing signs of having been used in anger)
makes it highly likely that this particular site saw some
of this action.
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Discussion

Acknowledgements

The multi-phase evaluation of this particular field at
Linton has satisfactorily established that the area in
question has been under agricultural cultivation for a
long time. Certain traces are evident of early features
such as ridge and furrow, ditches etc. which could
date from medieval times or earlier, but it appears
that much of any potentially interesting archaeology
here has been removed by centuries of cultivation.
The surface finds of pottery and material obtained by
metal detecting are mostly post-medieval in origin,
dating from the 17th century onwards. The metal finds
associated with the English Civil War are interesting
to some degree but not unique. The evidence that first
attracted interest to this site, namely the magnetometry
of an early, possibly Roman, road has not though been
borne out by any of the work done to date.

Inevitably, the kind of activities described above,
are only possible as a result of considerable teamwork. The author is indebted to all those members of
GADARG who took part and particularly to Nigel Spry
who did much of the preliminary on-site work. Special
thanks are also due to Kurt Adams, the Gloucestershire
and Avon Finds Liaison Officer for his invaluable
assistance in identifying the finds, and to metal
detectorist David Mayes for his expert contribution.
Local landowner Rob Kean and farmer Richard Few
are also to be thanked for allowing us access on to their
land. This initiative by GADARG may well not have
happened at all without the magnetometry discoveries
first made by ArchaeoPhysica Ltd whose help is also
acknowledged.
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This may not be the end of the plot however. It has
already been recorded that an old road westwards
from Gloucester towards Newnham and beyond,
predating the A48 (turnpiked in 1726), once passed
through the area of Linton and entered Minsterworth
parish in its north eastern corner.5 Some sources have
supposed a Roman origin for this route and, indeed,
Ivan Margary has acknowledged the existence of this
idea. He also though adduced several reasons why this
road could not be Roman.6 The emergence of new,
albeit unconfirmed, evidence suggesting the existence
of a Roman road at this particular point and on this
heading is therefore noteworthy and seems to warrant
continued investigation, including perhaps excavation.
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REPORTS ON GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS AT SHORTWOOD, HARESFIELD,
STANDISH WOOD, RANDWICK AND CHURCHDOWN
Ann Maxwell

Figure 2: Overlapping stones in
southern mound

Site description
The underlying geology of the area is lower/middle
inferior oolite. Until recently the mounds were covered
with trees and undergrowth. There is a depression
on the top of each mound, which could be natural
slumping or the result of an excavation, although
there is no documentary evidence of any excavation
having been carried out. On the southern mound the
depression has certainly been dug into at some time
and layers of overlapping stones are visible (Fig. 2).
There are loose stones on the surface of the slopes of
each mound, and linear depressions along the western
and southern sides of the mounds.

Crown copyright Ordnance Survey. All Rights Reserved

Figure 1: Location of survey

The surveys were carried out by members of GADARG
on 9 and 10 April 2011. Both surveys were carried out
with a twin-probe TR/CIA resistance meter, with 0.5m
electrode separation. Measurements were taken at 1m
intervals along a series of parallel traverses, 1m apart.
The software supplied by TR Systems was used to plot
and process the data.

The area surveyed measured 40m by 60m (six 20m
square grids) and the traverses were orientated
approximately south/north. Dummy readings were put
in for 3 traverses of the southeast grid square (ie.1.5m
x 20m) where the path prevented the meter from
recording (Fig. 3).

Shortwood, Haresfield
Introduction

The raw data readings range from a minimum of 128.55
ohms to maximum 1693.55 ohms on the mounds, with
one high reading of 1867.04 ohms on the modern path.

The site is located at NGR SO 8265 0827 on the
southwest-facing slope of Haresfield Hill, at 200m
above Ordnance Datum (OD) and c.150m from the
topograph (Fig.1). The feature comprises two adjacent
mounds, each approximately 3m high and between 25m
and 30m across, that may be a pair of round barrows.
The mounds are not recorded in the Gloucestershire
Historic Environment Record as barrows. The aim of
the survey was to see if it would provide any evidence
that they are archaeological features.

Results
The survey was carried out on a hot sunny day after a
long dry period. The results (high resistance pale and
low resistance dark) show a circular area of very high
resistance between 12m and 15m across, at the centre
of each mound and curving lines of lower resistance
around the edges of the features.
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Figure 4: Location of survey

Standish Wood, Randwick
Figure 3: Resistivity results after processing
(North at top)

Introduction
The site is located at NGR SO 82363 06786 (centre
of feature), at 215m above Ordnance Datum (OD)
and approximately 200m SSW of the Randwick
Long Barrow (Fig.4). The feature is a mound within
Standish Wood. It was revealed by the LiDAR survey
of the Cotswold Edge carried out by Precision Terrain
Surveys in 2008, and members of GADARG carried
out an earthwork survey in 2010.4 That survey showed
that the mound is a fairly regular circle approximately
12m in diameter. The aim of the resistivity survey was
to see if it would provide any evidence that the mound
is an archaeological feature rather than just the result
of quarrying.

The circles of high resistance suggest distinct areas of
stone on the top, and the exposed layers of stones in the
southern mound confirm this. There is also a very small
break in the turf on the top of the northern mound that
reveals similar layers of stones. There are a few high
readings on the lower slopes of each mound that appear
to curve around the central features, and these might
be part of a planned structure. Alternatively, they may
just be random rocks within the earth sides or even
loose stones on the surface. The curving lines of lower
resistance that are particularly clear on the north, west
and south sides coincide with the visible depressions,
but more obviously follow the circular shape of the
mounds, suggesting the remains of enclosing ditches
rather than just a quarry for their construction.

Site description
The mound is in woodland on a ridge composed of
an outcrop of the scottsquar member of the Birdlip
limestone formation within the middle jurassic inferior
oolite group. The mound is approximately 1m high
and loose stones are visible on its summit.

Discussion and conclusion
The results of the resistivity survey suggest that the
mounds are man-made rather than natural features,
and they appear to be deliberate structures rather than
quarry dumps. The location of the mounds near the
summit of the hill makes them conspicuous in the
wider landscape. The dimensions are comparable with
other barrows in Gloucestershire, such as Beech Pike
Barrow, Elkstone, and Nan Tow’s Tump, Didmarton.1
The central circles of stone may be capping over turf
mounds, as at Bevan’s Quarry, Temple Guiting barrow
8,2 or, less likely, be dense structures such as a cairn,
as suggested for Condicote barrow 2.3 However, only
excavation would provide firm evidence that the
mounds are barrows, and excavation might also enable
the features to be dated.

The area surveyed measured 40m by 40m (four 20m
square grids), centred on the middle of the mound.
The raw data readings range from a minimum of
173.84 ohms to maximum 694.97 ohms.
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Discussion and conclusion
The central area of high resistance suggests a stone
capping, as seen at Bevan’s Quarry, Temple Guiting
barrow 8,5 or a central core of stone, as at Condicote
barrow 2.6 The incomplete line of lower resistance
around the feature might be the remains of a ditch.
The scattering of single high readings around the sides
of the mound may be caused by random stones within
or around it.
The results of the survey suggest that the mound is
man-made with a central area of stone. The indication
that it was surrounded by a ditch adds weight to its
interpretation as a round barrow. The location of the
feature on the hillside is consistent with the usual
siting of round barrows in the Cotswolds.7 However,
only excavation would provide firm evidence that the
feature is a barrow.
Figure 5: Resistivity results after
processing (north at top)
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RESISTIVITY SURVEY IN CHURCHDOWN
An aerial photograph taken in 2007 of a field 0.5k north
west of Zoons Court Farm, Churchdown (SO 871 192)
shows crop marks of an apparently rectilinear feature.
The photograph can be viewed on the Google Earth
website. Although the crop marks are not visible on
the earlier photographs available on the website (taken
in 1945, 1999, 2002 and 2005), it was thought the
anomaly deserved investigation.

A resistivity survey was carried out over an area
measuring 60m by 80m. The survey was oriented
north/south deliberately so that it would stretch
obliquely across the most conspicuous crop marks.
The data produced an image that matches what can be
seen on the aerial photograph. A line of high resistance
cutting across the north eastern corner of the survey
may be the line of an earlier field boundary shown on
the Tithe Map, but the other markings are enigmatic. It
is possible that they are the result of recent agricultural
activity, which would explain why they are not visible
in the earlier aerial photographs. No finds of any
significance were picked up from the field surface,
which had the beginnings of a crop showing when
the survey was carried out. Test-pitting or excavation
would be the only way of finding out whether there is
anything of archaeological significance there.

The site is not listed in the Gloucestershire Historic
Environment Record, although a Romano-British
brooch and sherds of RB pottery have been found
c.0.5k to the north. The modern field includes parts of
two adjacent fields listed in the Tithe Award of 1842,
with the names Middle Hill Piece and Far Hill Field
and Oxens Piece, which give no clue to any possible
earlier use of the site.1

Reference 1
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MEDIEVAL TIBBERTON
Diane Charlesworth
Introduction 		

Tibberton is a parish in north-west Gloucestershire
which lies to the west of the rivers Severn and Leadon
and is bounded by the Tibberton brook, a tributary
stream of the river Leadon, with an extensive flood
plain and meadow with alluvial soil. The higher
ground of around 30m is in the centre, rising a little
more in the south east corner of the parish. It is a rural
agricultural area and is equidistant from Gloucester
and Newent (figure 1), with a population of 650 in
2006.1 The geology is made up of soft Triassic and
Liassic rocks giving rise to shallow vales, such as the
Leadon, with its many tributary streams, including the

This article is based on work originally undertaken
for a dissertation in 2006, but has been considerably
updated and rewritten for this publication. The
rationale behind it is that the earlier landscape history
and archaeology of Tibberton and indeed most of
north-west Gloucestershire is poorly documented and
understood. The aim was to make a small contribution
towards addressing this by reconstructing the landscape
and settlement of medieval Tibberton, within the wider
context of the area.

Figure 1: Location of Tibberton within possible boundaries of Ergyng and showing present extent of Arkenfield.3
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Tibberton Brook. The level or softly undulating land
consists of Mercia Mudstone (previously Red Triassic
Marl), often intermixed with green or grey-green, or
heavy Lower Lias clay.2

are known west of Severn,6 with signs that this was
a more ‘industrial’ area. Limited archaeological work
has indicated large iron working sites; Town Farm at
Newent,where much has been destroyed;7 Caerwents/
Moat to the south of Newent;8 and an area straddling
the Tibberton/Taynton boundary,9 the latter two
probably linked by road via Taynton with the agger
of the road from Kents Green running west, still
obvious.10 Another site just over the parish boundary in
Rudford is suggestive of a farming settlement and the
many cinders (remains of iron working slag – mainly
Roman), field names in Tibberton and other parishes,
coupled with metal detecting finds are a good indicator
that further sites will come to light (figure 2).

The methodology combined both historical and
archaeological techniques and included documentary
research, topographic fieldwork and church building
recording. This paper will briefly cover the history and
archaeology of the surrounding area and then focus on
that of Tibberton itself, by establishing the antiquity
of the boundary, examining the morphology and
landscape of the village and ascertaining its medieval
core, including shrunken settlement, as well as tracing
the development of the church building through the
medieval period.

West of the river Severn there is little evidence to
draw on in the post Roman and the early Anglo-Saxon
periods due to the demise of the pottery industry
and the population reverting to the use of wood and
other organic material.11 However, that life did go
on is evidenced further afield at Frocester Court,12
countryside markets and estate ownership, and hillfort
reoccupation,13 with the earliest indications of the
Anglo-Saxons in Gloucestershire from a cemetery
at Bishops Cleeve in the mid 6th century and the
battle of Dyrham AD 577.14 But place-names can

Known history and archaeology of Tibberton and
surrounding area
Prehistoric information for the area is sparse and
mainly confined to many flints and some Iron Age
coins indicating a local presence.4 But there is much
more evidence for Romano-British activity, this is not
surprising being so close to the Colonia of Gloucester.5
There were many villas east of the Severn, but fewer

Figure 2: Churches with Saxon or Norman remains and Roman sites, Domesday mills, Tibberton medieval mill
and medieval markets. Key:
Roman site,
mill,
market.
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be revealing and support archaeological evidence,
or provide insights into the post Roman and AngloSaxon landscape where no other evidence is known.
Most Gloucestershire place-names are Old English
from the Anglo-Saxon period, but a few Celtic names
exist in the area; the river Leadon is a Britonnic name
(i.e. Welsh, Cornish, Breton or Cumbric),15 Dymock
and Newent are wholly Celtic, and Caerwents, partly
Celtic.16 These topographic names suggest pre-English
settlement. The Botloe hundred meeting place derived
from ‘hlaw’ could indicate a burial mound or just a
mound marking a meeting place.17 The ‘-tuns’ and
‘-leahs’ usually indicating habitation, are likely to
have emerged in the mid Anglo-Saxon period, with
‘-tuns’, such as Tibberton and Taynton, anciently
settled Romano-British sites found along the river
valleys, with the earlier names displaced by the
English; while the ‘leahs’, such as Huntley and Bulley,
and many farmsteads and hamlets of Newent parish,
were woodland clearings or wood pasture located to
the west and south.18 Their distribution corresponds
well with the archaeological evidence, but also
illuminates the landscape of those times. Yartleton, the
previous name for May hill is thought to be partially
derived from Ariconium which also led to the name of
Arkenfield and the Welsh name of Ergyng.

These estates were built up between the 8th and 11th
centuries, but they fragmented in a piecemeal way into
smaller manors and were in decline by the 11th and 12th
centuries.26 There is a clear pattern of smaller parishes
around Newent and Dymock, both royal estates, and
Tibberton and its neighbours appear to have been such
estates broken away by the king and given for services
rendered to local thegns.

The dioceses of Hereford and Worcester were created
in AD675, with the boundary between them, the
rivers Leadon and Severn defined in an 11th century
document.19 Tibberton and its surrounding area was
within the former diocese which was based on the
kingdom of the Magonsaetan, while the latter was
based on the Hwicce.20 But this area has also been
identified as being peopled by the Dunsaete, part of
the Welsh kingdom of Ergyng centred on the Roman
iron working town of Ariconium, with its boundaries
extending up the rivers Severn and Leadon;21 this is
supported by the evidence of local iron working sites
identified above. If that was the case the eastern part
became densely settled by the English and came under
their control in the late 8th century, with the boundary
shifting back further west into what is Arkenfield in
Herefordshire.22 The imposition of the new shire
boundaries in the later 10th or early 11th century
disregarded the earlier kingdom boundaries,23 and the
administrative hundreds were organised within these
and were the focus for the local government of the area.
Tibberton and its surrounding parishes were part of
Botloe Hundred at the time of Domesday Book (figure
1), while the Duchy of Lancaster hundred, which
included Tibberton, Bulley, Huntley and Longhope,
was not formed until the very early 15th century.24

The Church offers some of the best evidence for the
medieval period; Christianisation along a broad scale
started during the reign of King Penda of Mercia,
AD626/632-655,27 but it is thought quite possible that
a British church existed in the area, at Dymock in
particular.28 Within the new dioceses, many minsters
were founded, with itinerant priests serving their very
large parochiae.29 Westbury–on-Severn gave its name
to a later hundred and was both a royal estate and had a
minster that may have had early origins and served the
vast area west of the Severn.30 However, Newent is a
serious contender for a newer minster, based on Botloe
Hundred, as a 9th century carved Anglo-Saxon cross
shaft (very rare west of Severn) and an 11th century
carved stone gospel book (the carving representing the
outer covers of a book, with its contents indicated by the
names of the four gospel writers), was found with the
burial of a priest,31 while the previous medieval church
building had a very long nave.32 In addition it was a
royal estate with a very large parish, but 6 hides did not
pay geld, hinting at ancient inland (a boundaried inner
estate serving a monastic establishment) and possibly
continuity from a British church.33 It also held the
dependent chapel of Pauntley where 1.5 hides did not
pay geld and the church of Dymock from the 1070s,
as well as Taynton church.34 These factors indicate an
extremely important church, either episcopal, royal or
comital. But Dymock church must also have been very
important, a priest was recorded in Domesday Book,
the only one in this part of North West Gloucestershire,
the Norman building has a very long nave, it was and
still is most impressive; furthermore the parish was a
royal estate, large and wealthy and there are hints of
a previous British church here too. Minster parochiae
were later split into smaller parishes often based on
earlier estates.35 During the 10th and 11th centuries there
was an intense period of private church building, often
adjoining the manor house, as they were originally
built by local lords as private places of worship, but
there were some variations on this. As local churches
proliferated, clear boundaries had to be drawn to ensure
tithes were paid to the appropriate church. Parish
boundaries, if not altered in the nineteenth century
may be ancient and based on these earlier estates.36

The Anglo-Saxon administrative framework was
based on very large multiple or federated estates
based on tribal subgroups, controlled by a central
vill, to which the rest of the area was subordinate.25

Although Tibberton and its neighbouring parishes
were all recorded in Domesday, there are no preConquest church buildings remaining, but nearly
all have architectural or documentary evidence of
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a Norman church, with Norman carving evident at
Rudford, Upleadon and Bulley (figure 2). Most have
the classic pairing of manor house and church close
together implying they were originally built by lords,
in either the Anglo-Saxon or early Norman periods.37
But some churches appear to have been rather
different, Rudford’s Norman church was built by St
Peter’s abbey, Gloucester, in the mid 12th century,
probably for the benefit of the community, with its
rectory to the north,38 within its glebe, and accessed
through the contemporary priest’s door in the north
chancel. Bulley too was originally built as a chapel of
ease to Churcham,39 and Newent was clearly a church
of superior status and as discussed above may well
have been a minster. Further west at Huntley only
the 14th to 15th century tower remains of the medieval
church, although the two cell plan of the church before
demolition, suggests it was Norman.40 At Lassington
the 11th century tower (lower stages) is all that remains
and Churcham also has an 11th century tower (lower
stages) and 14th century upper stages.41 Documentary
evidence shows that there was a Norman church at
Taynton that was burnt to the ground, along with the
vicarage in 1643.42

was granted its charter for an annual fair and weekly
market in 1253, even though Dymock’s annual fair
had commenced in 1222. Both had burgages, Dymock
with 66 at one time, but by the mid 1240s the town
was in decay and subsequently failed,49 presumably
overshadowed by Newent which continued to develop
(figure 2).
Communication and travel would have been facilitated
by a network of tracks and roads; most are likely to be
ancient. In the 13th century the Magna Strata (now the
B4215) ran to the east of Tibberton, through Rudford,
connecting Newent to Gloucester and used by market
traders in the 14th century travelling between those
important market towns, as well as being part of a
drove route from Wales via Ross-on-Wye.50
The landscape archaeology and local history of
Tibberton parish
The rural parish of Tibberton covers approximately 10
sq. km, with the whole of the western and northern
part of the boundary delineated by the Tibberton
brook (figure 3). Another stream or ditch marks the
eastern part of the south western boundary and the rest
is marked by hedgerows, banks and ditches and two
short stretches of road. The description of the bounds
of 1586 and 1766, appears to be very similar to the
present boundary;51 Anglo-Saxon charter boundaries
often followed water courses and as the Tibberton
boundary appears little altered since the 16th century,
it is highly likely it is ancient and may well have
fossilised the earlier estate.52 Whether the boundary
pre-dates the Anglo-Saxon period, fossilising earlier
Romano-British estates seems unlikely, as a very
large iron working settlement is not respected with the
Tibbberton and Taynton boundary (Tibberton brook)
cutting through it.

The economic role of the area was based on the land.
Tibberton and its adjacent eastern, southern and
western parishes are small with only Rudford having a
small detached meadow in Highnam, probably a relic
of both being part of the St Peter’s abbey estate and
suggesting resources were sufficient to provide for their
communities. Anglo-Saxon fields would have been
small with scattered farmsteads, each with an infield
and outfield system.43 Later in the medieval period as
some nucleation was taking place, a system of open
fields was introduced, but dispersed settlements were
probably still the norm in this area by Domesday.44
One quarter of Domesday Gloucestershire entries
had an estate of five hides with a higher number of
plough teams, reflecting a greater estate value, but
meadow must also have been plentiful, especially in
the shallow vales. Rudford, Hartpury and Upleadon
on the river Leadon had mills recorded in Domesday,
with those of Newent on the Ell brook.45 A busy rural
landscape was servicing the growing market towns,
notably Gloucester, Newent and Dymock.46 This is
evidenced by many deserted and shrunken settlements
and moated sites in the area, but the most notable
nearby are Taynton Parva, Lassington and Rudford
Green.47

The Domesday Book entry for Tibberton, provides
some useful insights into the landscape in the late 11th
century:
“William Fitzbaderon holds Tibberton. There are five
hides. Wulfhelm held it of King Edward and he could
go where he would. In demesne are three ploughs; and
10 villans and eight bordars with eight ploughs. There
are four slaves, and woodland 3 leagues long and one
broad. It was worth £6.10s; now 100s”.53
Tibberton seemed a reasonably prosperous estate in
1066, but by 1086 its value had fallen, as had that of
several of its neighbours, suggesting that the conquest
and change of ownership may have had an adverse
impact on productivity. The manor had more taxable
units (hides) than several of its neighbours, excepting
Newent, with the average number of plough teams 6.9
compared with Tibberton’s eleven, which indicates

In the medieval period each hamlet would have been
self-sufficient growing crops, raising stock and taking
any surplus to market. There were two markets within
relatively easy reach of Tibberton; Gloucester, which
was established in the Anglo-Saxon period, serving a
very wide area and increasing in prosperity to between
500 and 600 burgages at different stages.48 Newent
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the tithe map supports that in Domesday of
both pasture and arable, however, by 1220
arable land had decreased, when only four
plough teams were recorded. Although very
little ridge and furrow survives today the
tithe map, aerial photographs and fieldwork
have allowed a greater extent to be plotted
and from which clues to medieval farmstead
sites can be gained, such as near Morses and
Merriman’s Farms (figures 3 and 4).59 Apart
from the common fields and meadow, most
of the rest of the fields are relatively small
and irregular suggesting ancient countryside
with earlier piecemeal enclosure, although
some later parliamentary enclosure did take
place evidenced by large fields and straight
boundaries (figure 4).60 The earlier system of
infield and outfield is more difficult to detect,
but each hamlet and farmstead would have
employed this system.61 From the evidence
available the most likely are Griffield and Old

it had a higher proportion of arable land at
that time than adjacent parishes, but the ratio
of 2.5 to 3.5 plough teams per square mile
was typical of the Severn vale.55 The amount
of demesne arable was 43% of the total,56
and could be a cohesive whole or split up
amongst the fields; the peasants farmed the
rest. It was usual for smaller manors to have
more than half the land held in demesne with
Rudford and Bulley typical at 57% and 50
% respectively, and ecclesiastical manors to
have smaller demesnes, as in Newent (31%)
and Upleadon (33%), however there were
variations. Tenants would also have had to
cooperate closely with each other to form the
full plough teams of 8 oxen needed, with 64
oxen required in Tibberton.57 Crops grown
would have been wheat, including spelt, oats,
rye, legumes and cattle and sheep would also
have been common;58 pigs were also likely
in wooded areas. The field name evidence on

Figure 3: Tibberton parish and settlement, with holloways (H).54
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Lands, possibly associated with Hanmans and Fowlers
Farms. There seems little by way of specialisation
except osiers were grown in the 19th century,62 if not
earlier, with an orchard recorded from the late 15th
century, but by the mid 16th century many farms had
these.63

1086, domestic hand querns were probably used, or
even another mill, perhaps at Rudford or Hartpury, but
by the mid 14th century one existed, probably at the
site of that on the Tibberton brook to the south west
(figure 2). There was also a windmill hill in the late
15th century.69

By 1489, even though some meadow is noted in
Domesday Book for a few of the surrounding parishes,
none for Tibberton was recorded, but that it existed is
evident from the extensive flood plain of the Tibberton
brook, with meadow in strong evidence on the tithe
map, including common meadow (figure 4), valuable
and essential pasture for sheep and cattle. Meadow and
pasture usually accounted for 10% of the total land,
with common grazing rights added to this.64 A number
of meadows, some in common, were recorded in the
14th and 15th centuries and in 1358 10acres on the flood
plain were held in demesne.65

The possible extent of the demesne land (and other
land parcels) can be worked out from the tithe map
and apportionment and while this no doubt may have
changed since the medieval period, it seems likely that
the fertile land to the west would have formed part
of it. In the mid 14th century two plough lands were
held in demesne and other arable in the open fields,
with a three course rotation; much of the arable was
to the south east of the parish. Also belonging to the
medieval demesne was the large rectangular fishpond,
to the south east of the church and south of the manorial
enclosure (figure 3).70

Water was plentiful and woodland extensive,
important for everyday needs, even though the latter
cannot all have been in the parish in 1086,66 but many
‘stocky’ field names and the cockshoots (a glade where
woodcock were hunted),67 suggest areas cleared from
woodland that was more extensive than in the medieval
period and today, with only a small amount in the south
east corner.68 There was no water mill in Tibberton in

Settlement morphology
The place name of Tibberton means Tidbeorht’s
(personal name) estate, manor or farmstead,71 The
name, first recorded in Domesday Book and held by
Wulfhelm in King Edward’s reign indicates that the
settlement was already in existence during the later
Anglo-Saxon period. ‘Tun’ names became fashionable

Figure 4: Common fields, and ridge and furrow surviving, or plotted from aerial photographs74
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in the mid 8th century and Tibberton probably
originated at that time, but as discussed above could
be continuing or resettlement following the Roman
period.72

Hanmans (Elm Farm) and Fowlers Farm are so close
together it is suspected they were once one farm,
possibly Hanmans, as the family is recorded from
the 15th century.82 Other medieval sites are spread
throughout the parish, Birdsend, Morses, Lake End
and Merrimans Farms are on the southerly main street,
while Poole Farm, previously Moor Elm Farm, was
possibly reverting to the much older family name of
atte Pole and still occupied by a William Poole in the
18th century.83 This may have replaced Moor House
recorded from the 16th century and Lugg House (now
demolished) known locally as Lugg Farmhouse,84
which sat on a platform with a large deep pond to the
east and a connecting ditch to the north. Wades End
Farm, (Lower Farm) to the west of the parish, recorded
in the mid 14th century,85 has a large curved pond to the
east of the farmhouse, but this has been substantially
altered and is deep with quite steep banks, so could
have been a later marl pit; marl was used to improve
soil.86 But several farmsteads were not on the main
routes, including Moor’s Place, to the north, later
Hawkers Place then White House, owned by St Peter’s
Abbey in the early 16th century.87 At Bovone Farm
to the east, previously Vovins and in the 14th century
the probable site of Vobe’s End,88 there is evidence
to indicate that earlier settlements had occupied this
parcel of land. A quantity of Roman finds, suggest a
Roman settlement site three hundred metres or so to
the east of the farm and about 100 metres also to the
east there are signs of a possible moat, indicated by
two ponds on the OS 1880 map, and aerial photographs
showing connecting holloways or large ditches. It
is hoped that a magnetometry survey may prove or
disprove this possibility. Another medieval farmstead
site is at Meredith, previously Drews and in the late
13th and early 14th century Franklins,89 on a lane that
once connected with Longney open field.90

The manor house, was locally assumed to lie below the
present Tibberton court, to the south west of the church,
but there is anecdotal evidence of an earlier churchyard
entrance from the south and a visible blocked south
doorway in the church nave. Ponds, shown on the tithe
map may indicate the remnants of the moat, which all
suggests that the earlier manor house site with its farm
buildings was to the south of the church (figure 3).73
In the mid 14th century the inquisition post mortem
for John Blount (died1358) who held the manor in
fee found the house leased and run down, ‘worth
nothing beyond the reprise’, and by the 16th century
the moated manor house was not fit for a farmer with
outbuildings in poor condition outside the moat.75 It
is presumed that the lords were non-resident and the
manor house let to a tenant farmer which was used as
the home farm of the manorial demesne. The height of
moat building was between 1250 and 1350 suggesting
that the moated manor would have existed from
that time. Moats still exist or are known in adjacent
parishes, therefore it is likely that at least one or two
others existed in Tibberton; they were not confined to
manor houses and often built by affluent yeomen as
status symbols.76 The present Court Farm, the previous
farmhouse, is to the south east, adjacent to the road and
cuts into the churchyard, although there is no evidence
for a late medieval church house, so perhaps it may
just have been late 18th century infilling and possibly
built at the same time as the new Tibberton Court, to
house a tenant farmer.77
It is probable that the manor recorded in Domesday
Book with one demesne farm and ten villans, would
equate to the predecessor of Court Farm and ten other
farms, plus smallholdings held by the eight bordars,
that is 18 households, around 85 people.78 By the 14th
century land was divided up among many moderate
and small farms, small-holdings and some cottages,
with 4 parcels of 48a, 21 with 24a, 4 with 12a, the
majority held separately, with 21 households assessed
for tax in 1327.79 There were also 13 with 1a or less,
9 cottage tenements and 6 free tenants. By the 15th
century this had changed as farms combined into
larger units, with 18 held in demesne.80 But some of
the 14th century farms still exist and with others may
be traced through field names, documentary evidence
and field work (figure 3).

Common building materials in the area were timber
and thatch, with later use of stone and brick for
‘plinths, gables and chimneys’,91 therefore few timber
framed buildings survive. The church is the only
surviving medieval building, although Cannons, a
three bay cruck cottage is thought to date from 1480 c.1500.92 Extensive changes within the farm and court
area took place between 1839 and 1880, with no doubt
much evidence of earlier archaeology lost, as are many
aspects of the medieval landscape, but it is possible
to reconstruct at least some of the medieval farmstead
sites, cots and settlement concentration from the tithe
and OS maps and field work. It is evident that a number
of small cots and gardens were scattered along the main
west to east road. Most of these, except five, still exist,
albeit with modern buildings standing on them. The
situation is similar along the road heading south and
south west. Furthermore, a 1970 aerial photograph,93
reveals what appear to be two holloways in fields to
the north-east and to the north west of the church,

Older farms were often dotted along the (later) main
streets,81 such as Drivers Farm, which may occupy
a medieval site, although 100m to the west is an
L shaped overgrown pond, shown on the tithe and
1880 OS maps, and lying adjacent to a trackway.
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which were just still visible when viewed in 2012,
and the latter is shown as a footpath on the 1880 and
current OS maps. There was also just a hint of possible
house platforms and many large patches of nettles in
the north-west field which seems significant.94 This
suggests two lost village streets and houses and adds
to the impression that Tibberton grew, but then shrank
(figure 3).

well as tithes, may have been granted by Wihanoc, to
Monmouth Priory, a cell of the Abbey of St Florent,
at Saumur on the Loire.101 William fitz Baderon
confirmed the gift and also gave a villein called Godric
and the ‘land extending from the churchyard to the
kings land’, while yet another gift gave a virgate for
the monks swine.102 The names Cannons and Abbey
Cottage could be related to ownership of land by the
church in the 11th and 12th centuries.103

As noted, Tibberton consisted of scattered farms and
cottages, but with a possible medieval cluster in the
fields to either side of Church lane. The church, Court
Farm and the present court situated geographically
centrally on a low hill, but a little apart from other
settlement, are accessed by Church Lane which
continues south to Huntley via Lake Cross. Wynford
Bridge was a probable earlier ford on the east-west road
where it crosses the western boundary into Taynton.
At Birdsend the road junction appears to have been
shifted further west away from the farmhouse and its
buildings, where it would have formed a cross roads
with the Bulley road. Within the parish are a number
of holloways which provide evidence of heavy use in
the past (figure 3). Important tracks would have been
into the common fields, to pasture and to woodland,95
as well as linking the farmsteads and hamlets to each
other, the church and manor house and other markets,
settlements and towns outside the parish. Some roads
have gone out of use, but remain as footpaths, such as
those to common fields to the south east and Runless
Hill that continues as a track on to what was Reachwood
(Wretchwood) Gate, a woodland boundary point and
then continued to Gloucester, via Highnam Woods.96
Most ancient tracks are still in use, albeit with a few
adaptations and diversions.97

By 1086 William fitz Baderon had inherited the estate
from his uncle Wihanoc of Monmouth and the manor
continued in the lordship of Monmouth. In 1267 the
lordship and its estates, including Tibberton, passed
to Edmund, Earl of Lancaster, the son of Henry III.
Edmund died in 1296, his successor Henry, Earl of
Lancaster died in 1345 and his heirs became Dukes
of Lancaster from 1351; Tibberton remained within
the Duchy of Lancaster. In the meantime the land
was granted to the Blount family who held the manor
from 1316 until John Blount died in 1358 and the
estate returned to Henry Duke of Lancaster. It was
then granted to Henry’s daughter Maud who died the
year after and then to Blanche, another daughter, in
1362, who was the wife of John of Gaunt, Duke of
Lancaster. Although, as discussed above, the church
was probably granted to Monmouth priory in the later
11th century, the patronage had reverted to the lord
of the manor, Edmund Earl of Lancaster, as it was he
who presented to the church in 1283; the advowson
was retained in that line.104
Tibberton church was a rectory worth £8 in 1291,
although by the 16th century its value had decreased.105
The site of the rectory building was to the north of the
church,106 with the priest’s door in the north wall of the
chancel likely to have been added when the chancel
was extended and the north churchyard gateway still
in use. The earliest record for glebe land that provided
subsistence for the rector and family was in 1340, but
in the 17th century was split among fields and very
meagre at 5a, compared with its neighbouring parishes,
such as Rudford with 12a in the 13th and 17th centuries
and Taynton with 26a in the early 17th century.107 The
rectory house was relatively small in 1612 with three
rooms and a barn of four rooms, plus stable, garden
and orchards.108

The church and its site
We are on firmer ground with the parish church which
is located, adjacent to its manor house, on a low hill
that overlooks the relatively flat landscape with its
farmsteads. The road to it is hollowed out where it
climbs the hill, suggesting long use and the ground on
which the church is situated falls quite steeply to the
road. It is clear that use was made of a natural small
hill, nevertheless the ground immediately around the
church has doubtless risen over the years, especially
that to the south. The church is a listed building,
category 1, with its earliest fabric Norman, but with
some Anglo-Saxon characteristics suggesting a pre
or post Conquest date, despite ecclesiastical records
relating to Tibberton parish only dating from1283.98
The church’s dedication of Holy Trinity was not
recorded until 1735-50, but its medieval 12th century
dedication to St Margaret has recently come to light.100
The Domesday entry shows that the Anglo-Saxon
estate existed in 1066, but by 1086, the church of
Tibberton, along with Huntley and Longhope, as

The church is quite small and consists of a nave
(14.1m x 7.7m), chancel (9.25m x 5.6m) and tall
west tower (3.5m x 4.9m) with porch (figure 5). The
north and south walls of the nave and north wall of the
chancel contain herring bone masonry (figures 6, 7 and
back cover), but this was used both before and after
the conquest so cannot be used to date buildings.109
The south wall of the nave has also a contemporary
doorway with non-radial voussoirs, but its position is
not usual, being closer to the east than the west end,
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Figure 5: Tibberton church plan.
Key: black 11th century, hatched 13th century.112

Figure 6: Tibberton church sketched north elevation, drawn 2006.

Figure 7: Tibberton church sketched south elevation, drawn 2006.
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and some of the quoins of the nave are reminiscent
of long and short work (figure 6 and 7). Two small
blocked windows in the south wall, although said to
be contemporary,110 do not look it and this has been
queried (figure 7 and back cover).111 The nave west end
has plinths of different sizes on the north and south
walls (with none elsewhere), indicating that the west
wall has been rebuilt (figure 6 and 7), no doubt to
strengthen this in preparation for the new tower in the
14th century.113 Inserted into the south wall of the nave
are two decorated windows, of late 13th to mid 14th
century. In the nave north wall is a decorated window
and another blocked doorway (figure 6, 7 and back
cover), but with an altered head making it difficult to
judge the period of the original, although the lower
part might suggest it could be of a similar date to the
windows in the south wall of the chancel. The herring
bone masonry of the chancel north wall has been
truncated by the insertion of the doorway, but also with
a later altered head. A 14th century decorated window
was also added (figure 6 and back cover), while the
two lancet windows in the south wall indicate the 13th
century date of its extension (figure 7 and back cover).

the decorated windows, suggesting that much has been
lost. The tower, stair turret, buttresses and porch are
all thought to be 14th century, including the internal
tower arch, with a perpendicular window inserted into
the west wall.115 What this obscures though is whether
this church had an original west door, as at Rudford
and Hartpury. At the latter there are similar non radial
voussoirs above its west door, and some herring bone
masonry hinting at localised planning and a group
of local craftsmen at work. There is no evidence at
Tibberton for other additions of side aisles or transepts
or later demolition of these.

Conclusion
Little is known of the early medieval small kingdom
or ‘scir’ in which Tibberton was located in the early
medieval period, but it was thought to be south of the
kingdom of the Magonsaetan, but still became part of
the diocese of Hereford. It could once have belonged
to the small kingdom of the Dunsaete and actually
in Wales, with Ariconium as its ‘capital’ until the 8th
century, by which time the area had become very
anglicised and the boundary pushed back. From the
early 11th century north-west Gloucestershire and the
Forest of Dean had become annexed to Gloucestershire.
We are also left with very thin evidence of the multiple
estates, although it seems likely that Tibberton, along
with its neighbours Taynton and Rudford, was a block
of land fragmented off a larger probable minster estate,
possibly Newent, by the king, and granted to a local
thegn in recognition of service performed. Despite
the scant early medieval evidence, place-names and
the Domesday Book enhance understanding and a
picture emerges of an Anglo-Saxon estate granted
to Tidbeorht. Within it were numerous relatively
small scattered farming settlements, (which later
amalgamated and reduced), smallholdings and cots
along the roads through the parish or at dead ends,
with a network of other roads and tracks leading to
its fields, woodland, other settlements and resources,
as well as towns and markets, with disused roads
surviving as footpaths. Tibberton is therefore similar
to others in north-west Gloucestershire and a parish
of great antiquity with ancient boundaries and origins
probably in the mid Anglo-Saxon period, although
this may have been the revival of a previously settled
area from Romano-British times, and indeed an area
probably continuously settled since before then,
although the evidence is elusive. The field systems
display many small irregular fields and closes and
while not as extensive as midland parishes further
east, nevertheless open field strip farming did take
over from the more localised infield and outfield, and
continued for hundreds of years; it is also clear that
woodland was felled to create more farming land and
demonstrated that woodland was once much more
extensive in the manor.

Inside, what is striking is the lack of right angles!
These are skewed at the nave corners (figure 5) and
the chancel arch is also at an angle and simply built,
with the two non-horizontal imposts passing through
the arch (figure 8). This too is a Saxon technique, but
usually includes all the stones in an arch.114 There are
hints of the remains of wall paintings on the edges of

Figure 8: Chancel arch with non-horizontal through
stones in 2006.
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The moated manor house, on the site of Court Farm,
to the south of the church, suffered periods of decay in
the 13th and 16th centuries, with absent landlords, and
was most likely replaced in the later 18th century when
Tibberton Court was built and at the same time a new
farmhouse built for a tenant farmer. The present church
building probably originated in the late third to early
fourth quarter of the 11th century, and was possibly
related to it being a gift to Monmouth priory in the
1070s; the present church is an earlier building than
most of its near neighbours. Like most parish churches
in the area it underwent piecemeal additions with a
series of building phases of medieval date discernible.
It seems to have been two celled from the outset and
is probably early Norman, due to its lack of decoration
and use of Anglo-Saxon techniques, most likely using
indigenous craftsmen. However the door position in
any church was always nearer to the west and this
added to the lack of right angles suggests that the
present church was built around a previous, probably
wooden, Anglo-Saxon church that had a shorter nave,
but the doorway and earlier church remained in use
while the new larger church was built around it.116 The
chancel was lengthened in the 13th century, as liturgy
changed and priests required more space, and Early
English lancet windows were added. Four decorated
windows were added to the nave and chancel in the
14th century. The west wall of the nave was rebuilt and
the 14th century tower and porch added. These changes
were typical for the times when much rebuilding
occurred, in response to changing needs, including
nave and chancel extensions,117 but similar to most
other small village churches in this area, shows no
signs of expansion and then later demolition.

some clear evidence, there is a lack of dating evidence
of other possible medieval features. Nor is it possible
to ascertain if there was any earlier church or sites of
earlier medieval dwellings, including moated sites, the
dates of any village expansion and contraction, without
further documentary research and archaeological
work, including fieldwalking, earthwork survey and
geophysical survey, as well as excavation; further
investigation would add to knowledge and enhance
understanding of Tibberton. There is much more yet
to discover about Tibberton, its church and parish,
settlement and medieval landscape.
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A SIXTEENTH-CENTURY INVENTORY OF THE GOODS IN MITTON CHAPEL AND
ITS SIGNIFICANCE
Bruce Watson
Some years ago I was co-author of a history of Mitton
chapel, which established that this medieval structure
was still standing during the early 17th century, but
was a ruin by 1775.1 Subsequently I discovered from
Dr Peter Prattinton’s unpublished notes that the remains
of the chapel were demolished shortly before 1818.2
More recently I learned that the contents of Mitton
chapel are listed in the Worcestershire inventory of
church goods and certificates of chantries, which was
compiled in 1552. The aim of this inventory was to
ascertain the quantity of surviving church fittings, plate
and vestments which until recently had formed part
of traditional worship and were now deemed largely
unnecessary for the new Protestant form of worship. At
the same time any chantry assets and any surplus church
goods of value were recorded, so that they could be
confiscated by the Crown. Having identified these assets,
the Chantries Dissolution Act of 1547, confiscated all
chantry fittings, funds and lands.3

Secondly, the inventory states the chapel had a curate
and also a silver chalice and patten or plate for serving
the consecrated wine and bread (the Eucharist) during
Holy Communion. There were two hand bells, probably
sacring bells, rung during services, including the
elevation of the Host and chalice during Mass. There
were also three sets of well-worn velvet or satin clerical
vestments, while a fourth set had apparently been stolen.
There was also a clerical cloak or cope. The impression
is that the chapel possessed little of value, for instance
there were no metallic candle sticks or crucifixes
(perhaps surprising given its previous dedication;
possibly some of the fittings had already been disposed
of). Lastly, this inventory provides the latest evidence
of a date when it can be established the chapel was
still functioning, which implies there was still a sizable
community here by 1552 (i.e. Mitton had not yet been
seriously depopulated). While it is clear that the chapel
was still standing when Thomas Habington (1560-1647)
visited it during early 17th century, we cannot be sure
that it was still functioning as a place of worship by this
date.11

The entry for Mitton reads: ‘Mitton, St Bartholomew,
in Bredon Parish. Mytton Chapell- j chalice of selver
with a patten, ij bells, a vestement of olde redde velvet,
a vestment of old redde satten a briggs, ij vestements
wherof on was stolen, a cope of small value of red
satten’. Jo Aston Curett’.4
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There are a number of interesting points about this entry.
First, it is recorded that in 1427 that the dedication of
Mitton chapel was to the Holy Cross.5 So by 1552
the dedication had changed.6 It is most likely that this
change took place during or shortly after 1547, when
the Royal Visitation Injunction forbade the presence
of relics and sacred images.7 This injunction ended
the traditional veneration of sacred images. Such an
obviously Roman Catholic dedication as the Holy
Cross would have been strongly dissaproved of by
Protestant Bishops and clergy during the late 1540s,
so there would have been considerable encouragement
to change it to something more in keeping with the
new doctrine. The Books of Common Prayer of 1549
and 1553 abolished most saints from the calendar,
except for St Mary the Virgin and the apostles.8 Mitton
was not the only local place of worship to change its
dedication during this turbulent period. Bengeworth
church in 1536 was dedicated to the Holy Trinity, but
since the Reformation (1533-53) it has been dedicated
to St Peter.9 During 1539-40 the dedication of London
bridge chantry chapel was changed from St Thomas
(Becket of Canterbury) the Martyr, to St Thomas the
Apostle, in deference to Henry VIII’s condemnation of
Becket as a traitor in 1538.10
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DOWN THE GARDEN PATH
Linda Hall

This account of privies in southern Gloucestershire is
based on research done for ‘Down the Garden Path:
Privies in and around Bristol and Bath’.1 Much of it
is material which was not used in the book.

privy. The Old Malthouse in Iron Acton has a unique
path enclosed by tall winding pennant sandstone walls,
giving a sheltered route from the house to the privy
(fig. 8). Mill Farm, Siston, has a lean-to privy on the
wall near the front door, but the family rarely used the
front door but always came all the way round from
the back.4 The privy has a little lobby in front, giving
a sheltered area for anyone awaiting their turn; it is
floored with old tiles from a malthouse. The wide seat
has a single hole, complete with lid, a replacement for
the previous three-holer; the grandchildren assumed
that it was meant for all three to be used at once, but
clearly found this a slightly strange idea. The pit was
emptied with a scoop on a long handle, borrowed from
other family members at Wick and transported sticking
through the sunshine roof of the car.5

Numerous privy buildings have survived in southern
Gloucestershire thanks to their solid construction of
stone or brick. The earliest date from the 17th century
and are usually substantial buildings; the privy at Hall
End Farm near Wickwar (fig. 1) has the remains of a
heavy ovolo-moulded doorframe matching those in
the house, which is dated 1688. The building stone
varies from parish to parish and matches that used for
the houses, with Pennant sandstone in, for example,
Iron Acton and Hambrook, and varieties of limestone
elsewhere. Brick is also common and most examples
appear to date from the late 18th to the early 20th
century. At Furzedown, Tockington, the old stone-built
lean-to privy on the back wall of the farmhouse was
superseded by a new brick privy built around 1900
and, like many local privies, still in use in the 1960s.
While some privies are remarkably spacious others
were tiny (fig. 2). Roofs were either pitched or had a
single slope which was nearly always taller at the front
and lower at the back above the seat (fig. 3). The roofs
are tiled with pantiles or double Romans; some later
brick privies have slate roofs.

More commonly the attached privy is at the side or the
back of the house, as it was at Box Cottage, Old Down
(Olveston) until the cottage was renovated a few years
ago and the privy demolished. The small lean-to privy
on the rear wall had a single-holed seat and the pit had
an emptying hole at the back. Most unusually, there
was an opening in the side wall next to the door which
had a hinged lid and connected directly with the pit.
It was probably designed so that lime or ash could be
tipped down with no danger of spilling it on the seat.
This privy was still in use 10 years ago, until its elderly
owner had to go into hospital. Inside were whole
newspapers dated to the end of April 2001 – no sign
of neat squares here, let alone anything as modern as a
loo roll. 		

Layouts varied, with the seat either opposite the door
or at right angles to it; more than twice as many have
seats opposite the door. Of the 26 surviving seats,
three have three holes, 15 have two holes and eight
are single-holers. The two-holers usually have one
hole smaller than the other (fig. 4 ), but it is rarely
truly child-sized and some people remembered how
precarious it felt to use such a privy. The lucky few
had a special child seat at a lower level (fig. 5); six
examples survive, including one with a child seat at
right angles to the adult bench with its own shaped
armrest.2 Most Gloucestershire privies have closefitting round lids with a pair of indentations forming a
small handle in the centre; a few have hinged wooden
lids (fig. 6) and some had a separate compartment for
ash or lime to be added to the buckets below.3

Cannon House, Thornbury, known locally as ‘The
Pretty House’ from the front porch decorated with
assorted stones and shells, was built by a Mr. Davis for
his two sisters in the late 19th century.6 Beyond the rear
kitchen wing a narrower range contains a storeroom
and the privy, with a tiny entrance lobby in front of
the door (fig. 9). Now a woodshed, it still has halfheight vertical plank panelling and a floor of red and
black quarry tiles, set diamond-wise, and must have
seemed the height of luxury at the time. The privy at
Sunnyside in Chaingate Lane, Iron Acton, is similarly
located next to the coal shed. It appeared to have been
abandoned many years ago and contained an elderly
Elsan, but the old lady who had recently moved into
a home was still using it until she left.7 Another privy
and pigsty combination can be seen at the Old Forge in
Tytherington, set halfway down the garden against the
garden wall; the seat is supported on a brick front, and

Down The Path or Round the Corner
Privies can be located a long way down the garden
(fig. 7), close to the house, or attached to it. Some
are free-standing, some built against the garden wall
and some attached to farm buildings or the next-door
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Fig. 4: A two-holer at Jacob’s Well,
Featherbed Lane, Oldbury-on-Severn
Fig. 1: Large 17th century privy
at Hall End Farm near Wickwar.

Fig. 5: Child-level seat at Hope House
Farm, Slimbridge.

Fig. 2: Very small brick privy
in Station Road, Charfield, now
used as a garden shed.
Fig. 6: Close-fitting circular wooden lid
at Liberty House, Tytherington

Fig. 3: Brick freestanding privy
with a catslide roof at Manor
Farm, Shepperdine

Fig. 7: 7 Elm Tree Cottages, Wortley, a free standing
privy set a long way down the garden path.
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the emptying hole is in the side (fig. 10). The pigsty and
privy at Rustic Cottage, Doynton, like many privies
in this area, have pantile roofs; in a hard winter snow
would blow in under the tiles and had to be removed
before the privy could be used.8

tubs (fig. 15). The privy at Manor Cottage, Tockington
still had its wooden seat and bucket in 1970 when new
owners moved in, and had evidently been in recent
use. As there were no facilities in the house, the bucket
was transferred to the lean-to privy near the back door
for the use of the builders while they renovated the
cottage.11 The bucket, minus its base, is now doing
sterling duty forcing rhubarb.

Many privies were built against existing garden walls
and those with steps up to them must have been
treacherous in icy weather. At Olveston Court the
garden walls contain many bee boles; the privy, which
replaced the medieval garderobe inside the house, is
built over one of them, which then served as a candle
recess (fig. 11). It is not always possible to tell whether
the privy or the garden walls were there first, or
whether they were built at the same time. At Fir Tree
House, Lower Morton near Thornbury, the adjoining
garden walls are only about three feet high and may
be contemporary (fig. 12). A brick path leads from the
house to the privy; built of stone with brick dressings,
it was a two-holer bucket type.9 In Tockington, a privy
to serve the next-door property was built against the
corner of the existing privy at Anvil House; the latter
was once used by the customers of the Swan Inn next
door.10

Usually the men had the job of emptying the privy, but
sometimes the women had to cope if their husbands
were away. Mains drains did not arrive in many
villages until the late 1960s so the privies were still
in use. The contents of pits and buckets would be
buried in deep trenches in the garden, and everyone
had very productive vegetable plots. As someone
remembered; ‘Emptying “up the garden” was my
dad’s job apart from when he was stationed in Africa
for two years during the war. Then, my mother just
had to cope. It was emptied via a hole at the back. (No
such refinement as a bucket under the seat like at my
grandparents’.) My dad would dig a very deep hole
nearby, and using the garden spade, shovel the waste
into his wheelbarrow, and so wheel and tip it into the
hole. I remember my mother being very proud of her
deep hole. I also remember her nagging him to empty
it before we had visitors; looking back he probably
hated the job.’12

Pits and Buckets
Privies were built either with a pit beneath the seat or
with a bucket, and opinion was divided as to which
was the best system. A few were built over streams or
close to ditches to be water-flushed, such as the 17th
century privy at Goosegreen Farm, Yate. Pit privies
were often positioned to take advantage of different
ground levels to create as deep a pit as possible (fig.
13). Pits only had to be dug out every few months,
usually via a large arched opening in the rear wall (fig.
14). Earth and stones would be piled up against this,
allowing much of the liquid to drain away before the
pit needed digging out. Ash and/or lime added to the
pit ensured that the contents were not too unpleasant.
Some privies had a cess pit outside into which the pit
emptied; again the purpose was to allow the liquid to
drain away into the surrounding soil. Buckets on the
other hand needed emptying much more frequently.
Some privies had an opening in the outer wall to
enable the bucket to be removed from outside, but this
could lead to various unpleasant tricks being played on
the unwitting occupant (feathers, brushes and stinging
nettles have all been mentioned!) A door in the front
of the seat was much safer, either hinged or loose
and held in place by wooden turnbuckles. The third
method of access was a hinged lift-up seat, but these
were less common.

Although most people remember the contents being
used in the garden, human manure has not always
been well regarded as a garden fertiliser. ‘The dung
which men make is greatly mislyked, for that by
nature it is hoter, and burneth the seedes sowne in
the earth.’13 However, the diarist John Evelyn wrote
in the mid 17th century ‘The scowring of privies and
sinkes so well dried and made sweete, well mixed with
fresh earth so as to retain no heady scent, is above all
other excellent for oranges and the like choice fruits.’
A vicar of Almondsbury in the early twentieth century
also discovered the benefits to his apple trees. ‘One
of the Vicar’s hobbies was growing apples for the
Chrysanthemum and Fruit Show….. To help obtain
some of these prizes he nurtured the trees with liquid
obtained from the cesspit in the vicarage field. This
was pumped with a chain pump into the garden tank
on wheels. When this was being done, it stank to
high heaven. The gardener called it “Oh, be joyful”.
The Vicar watered the trees with this, and kept his
pipe going all the time; he even allowed us to smoke
because of the smell. It must have done some good, for
he always got several prizes.’14
On farms and market gardens the privy contents were
mixed with the dung from stables, cowsheds and
pigsties and used on the fields. The privy at Redhill
Farm, Elberton had a pit with sloping sides to direct
the contents out of the hole in the back wall and into

The privy bucket was a very distinctive shape; large
and oval, with a stout handle and small handles on one
or both sides for ease of emptying. They frequently
turn up with alternative uses and make good flower
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the cesspit behind (fig. 3). Occasionally it needed the
help of a bucket of water to move the deposits through
the hole. Much of it then soaked away and dispersed
naturally, but when the pit needed emptying they
would take sacks of straw after the threshing machine
had been and spread them on the ground. Then, using
a long-handled bowl, they would scoop out the cesspit
and spread the contents on top of the straw. It was left
to dry out and then carted to the fields.15

brick. An unusual pair survives in Tockington, where
two privies built back to back over a stream serve
Brook House and Rose Cottage (fig. 19). It is quite a
substantial building and probably dates from the 18th
century. Brook House’s privy still had its seat when
the present owners moved in, but such is the force of
the stream that a flood carried the seat away soon after
they arrived. A WC was installed in the Rose Cottage
privy as the owner was a keen gardener.20

Rows and Pairs

A house at Townsend, Almondsbury was originally
four cottages and apparently had only a single pit privy
for the whole row. Built of brick with a pantile roof it
had two large holes and one small, all at the same level,
and was demolished in the late 1950s.21 A row of three
substantial cottages in Frith Lane near Wickwar is now
known as the Old Workhouse. Built in 1798 as the
Parish House, it only acquired the name ‘Workhouse’
when it was used to house the men who worked on the
Wickwar railway tunnel in 1841.22 The former yard at
the front is bounded on the west by a long wall, behind
which are two lean-tos, one containing three privies
and one a donkey shed (fig. 20). Two of the privies are
entered from the front and one from behind the wall,
and they were still used until the main sewers came
in about 1950. The occupants of two of the cottages
used to dig holes in the paddock across the lane for
emptying purposes, but the end house was a farm and
their bucket contents were added to the manure heap
in the yard. The lady at the farm called out ‘Tally-ho’
as a warning as she crossed the front yard with her full
bucket, to the amusement of the other inhabitants.23

Rows of cottages were often served by rows or pairs of
privies, pairs being more common. The earliest must
be the four pairs set against the back garden wall of the
Crispe Almshouses in Marshfield (fig. 16); the eight
one up, one down almshouses were built between 1612
and 1619 by Nicholas and Ellis Crispe. The communal
well in front of the buildings was found in 1934 to
be heavily contaminated by sewage, but the sanitary
inspector did not take any action as Marshfield was
supposed to receive a piped water supply ‘in the near
future’; this in fact arrived five years later. The privies
were still in use in 1952, to the consternation of the
Almshouse Association, who threatened to close them
down unless standards were improved. Eventually in
1957 drastic modernisation removed almost all the
historic features from the houses, but left the privies
intact as garden sheds. The 17th century occupants
had had their own individual privy, but the 1957
‘improvements’ provided only four loos for the eight
houses.16

‘Them and Us’

A row of three cottages in Acton Turville has
contemporary stone and stone-tiled privies, a pair for
Rose Cottage and Well View (fig. 17) and a single one
for Springfield, which was a two-level, two-holer.17
Similarly, a row of three late 19th century houses in
Kingswood, Bristol has a surviving pair of back-toback brick privies and must have had a single for the
third house (fig. 18). This is a very rare survival in a
suburb of a major city; more often only the back lane
survives which provided access for the night soil men
to come and empty them. In Littleton–on-Severn on
the road to Whale Wharf a row of brick cottages, built
by George Wintle around 1866 for the workers at his
brickworks by the river, originally had four pairs of
privies at the end of the gardens. It was colloquially
known as ‘Bunny Row’ because of the number of
children born there.18 In Wotton-under-Edge a row of
cottages built around 1800 for Old Town Mill has three
of the original row of five brick privies still intact and
in use as garden sheds.19 In nearby Wortley a row of
seven cottages was built sometime in the 18th century
for the mill workers. Here, at the end of the very long
gardens, are three pairs of well-maintained backto-back privies and a single one for the end cottage.
Although the cottages are stone, the privies are of

Social distinctions between ‘them and us’ (family
and servants or farm workers) were maintained in
larger houses with separate facilities, either in two
separate buildings or in a double privy. The earliest
is the two-roomed 17th century privy at Moorend
Farm, Hambrook, known locally as ‘Cromwell’s Bog’
because Oliver Cromwell is supposed to have used it
during the Civil War (fig. 21). Like the house it is built
of pennant sandstone and a single lintel spans both
doorways which are side by side in the long wall. The
smaller half has a possibly 17th century seat constructed
of heavy planks; the other half has a rebuilt seat with
two adult holes and a lower child’s seat. There is a
substantial pit below, with a large arched emptying
hole on the rear wall, similar to that at Patch Farm,
Slimbridge (fig. 13), but this was built over a ditch
which became a stream when it rained, so it was usually
water-flushed. Hill House, Aust also has two privies in
a single building. Unusually the larger family privy is
furthest from the house, with a large window in the
gable end overlooking a field; the door is in the side
wall while the smaller workers’ privy has a door in the
gable end facing the house (fig. 22). Social distinction
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is maintained by the plain doorframe to the servants’
privy, while the family privy has a moulded doorframe;
the window has a fine wrought-iron casement with
decorative catch (fig. 23). The Old Manor House,
Marshfield has similar side-by-side privies in a leanto at the end of an outbuilding attached to the house,
but in this case they are arranged so that neither door
is visible from the other. The servants would have
approached their privy from the back door, while the
family would have entered from the front door. An
almost identical layout exists at Rosemount House, a
large Regency house on the edge of Thornbury, where
the architectural detailing extends to the privy. The
family privy is entered from the garden by a pointedarched doorway, with a matching door leading from
the garden to the servants’ yard which has a pantry,
a storeroom and the servants’ privy. Its door is plain,
and the small square window is unglazed. The family
privy, in contrast, has a decorative lozenge-shaped
window with painted glass and the double seat has a
panelled back and hinged lids. The pit below has an
opening into the servants’ privy, suggesting that there
might have been a watercourse flowing through to
flush the waste away.

and illumination between the two privies is common to
most ‘them and us’ buildings.
Osborne House, Frocester was built in the 1830s by
a Mr. Osborne; he lived with his wife at nearby Elm
Tree Farm, but rather blatantly set his mistress up at
Osborne House. He clearly kept her in some comfort
in an up-to-date house, with stabling for three horses
and a coach house.25 The large walled kitchen garden
has walls faced with brick on the garden side (to retain
and radiate the warmth of the sun) and with the more
fashionable stone on the side facing the house and the
road. Built into this wall is a pair of privies, one facing
the back door of the house for the use of the family
and the other reached from the garden for the use of
the servants and the gardener (fig. 24). A large fig tree
has grown in the doorway of the family privy (fig. 25,
while a yew tree and a box tree stand outside the door
of the servants’ privy. The owner, Mr Atkinson-Wills,
was told that it is a Gloucestershire tradition to plant
these two together in kitchen gardens to maintain the
fertility of the crops; if either tree dies, all the other
plants will fail too. It is quite common to find a yew
tree next to a privy, some of which are quite substantial
trees and were perhaps planted when the privy was
built. Green Farm, Falfield had a privy attached to the
house, with a large yew tree next to it;26 others can be
seen at Court Farm and Scotland’s Farm in Hill parish.
A writer in 1664 gives a possible reason; ‘If the yew be
set in a place subject to poysonous vapours, the very
branches will draw and imbibe them…’27 It is also said
that the occupants of a bed made from yew wood will
not suffer from bedbugs due to the yew’s disinfectant
properties.28 Bushes and shrubs often shielded the
privy door from prying eyes; the privy at Park Farm,
Pucklechurch, had privet bushes all around which gave
a fairly strong smell, perhaps masking any unpleasant
odours from within. Box too has a distinctive odour,
but as this is ‘politely likened to foxes, but really more
like tom cats’ urine’,29 it is not exactly an improvement
on the normal privy smell!

Over Farm near Almondsbury is an average yeoman
farmhouse, but it too has a double privy, in a lean-to
behind an outbuilding. The family cubicle, reached by
a door in the end wall facing the house, now contains a
W.C. and a large woodpile. The adjacent farm workers’
privy is reached through the outbuilding; currently
used as a henhouse, the hens use the emptying hole
to reach their run outside. With no windows and no
possibility of natural light from the door, it must have
been necessary to take a candle or a lantern even in
broad daylight, but there is no recess in which to put it;
basic facilities indeed.
Rock Farm, Littleton-on-Severn has two privies, one
in a corner of the garden, now used as a shed, and a
lean-to built against a rear wing. The family privy has
a splendid two-panelled door, heavily restored but
with its original 17th century decorative handle; it may
have been reused from the house. The seat has gone,
but from the size of the building it must have been at
least a two-holer, with an emptying hole at the side.
Churchill House, Olveston has a spacious family privy
on one side of the garden, with a large window and
a double seat complete with wooden backrest. This
feature is found in the better quality privies, to prevent
the limewashed walls from staining anyone’s clothes.
The seat front has been partially rebuilt in brick, but
one removable door held by wooden turnbuckles
survives.24 On the opposite side of the garden the
overgrown remains of a tall, narrow servants’ privy
has an emptying hole in the side, with a wooden frame
and lift-out door. It was apparently unlit and only large
enough for a single-holed seat. This distinction in size

Sayscourt Farm, Mayshill, Westerleigh is a very large
farmhouse with a pair of privies set into the garden
wall near the magnificent gateposts; steps lead down
into a field and this must once have been the main
approach to the house. The privies, joined at one
corner, probably date from around 1700 when the
house was enlarged. Facing the house is a two-seater
for the use of the family, and the garden wall curves to
form a lobby in front of the door, while facing away
from the house and towards the former yard is a singleseater for the farm workers (fig. 26). The location of
the privies close to the grand entrance seems strange,
but makes use of the difference in ground levels to
create extra-deep vaults below the seats. The privies
were replaced or augmented, probably in the late
19th or early 20th century, by a W.C. in a brick turret
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Light and Ventilation

projecting from the back wall of the house. There is
also a small lean-to near the back door which looks as
though it too has been a privy; a house as large as this
would have needed plenty of facilities.

The earliest (and draughtiest) windows were unglazed
narrow slits, splayed on the inner face of the thick stone
wall to maximise light. They were usually positioned
in one or both side walls, but the 17th century privy at
Moorend Farm, Hambrook has slits high in the back
wall directly above the seats. Later privies had glazed
windows and some were decorative. The privy at
Castle Farm, Marshfield, possibly built when the house
was modernised around 1790,30 has a small window
with decorative leaded lights (fig. 29). Rosemount
House, Thornbury, built in the 1830s, goes one better
with painted glass in the lozenge-shaped window of
the family privy. A round window provides daylight
for the privy at Scotland’s Farm, Hill, still very much
in use with a W.C. installed. It is in a lean-to on the end
of the detached bakehouse, which also contains a large
bread oven and a recess which contained a brass basin
in a stone slab for setting cream. This multi-purpose
building was clearly designed for maximum efficiency,
and the heat from the bread oven must have penetrated
the brick walls to provide warmth in the privy.

The most extraordinary ‘them and us’ set-up exists at
Frocester Court, whose owner, Eddie Price, describes
their facilities as follows. ‘We originally had three
privies. These included a typical large and small twoholer pit, one in the back garden for the household staff,
approached by a path between high laurel hedges; (it
ended up before demolition as a ferret house), and a
little low one-holer with immensely thick walls but no
door’ (so no privacy!), ‘which was tucked away in the
farmyard for the use of the workers. This emptied via
a chute into the huge vaulted underground stone tank
used to collect the yard effluent (for which purpose we
still use it today). There was a third one attached to the
outside of the Lodge which I used in 1950, although
I never had to ladle out the pit contents into the
vegetable garden. All three were stone-built and tiled.
However, I think you may be interested in the remains
of one on the east end of the main house which still
survives. It is a first-floor privy, disused in my young
days, but still called the Ladies’ Mile. The approach
consists of a passage 20 yards long, about 6ft high
and 4ft wide from a doorway on the first floor, with
a waiting room partway along, the whole set under
the slope of the roof. There is space here for two large
armchairs and a small table set alongside a window
from which you could view the comings and goings
of the staff in the covered rear veranda approach to
the larder, pump, brew/wash house and cheese-making
dairy below. At the end of the passage you opened a
door which had a wooden bolt, went down a couple of
steps into a 6ft square stone-tiled extension attached to
the end of the house, in which was originally a pit-type
privy. The room was panelled, and was lighted on the
south side by a [reused] mullioned window decorated
with two elegant late 16th century ship graffiti scored
in the frame. In the mid/late 19th century the stone pit
below was adapted to house a small turbine which
worked the dairy machinery and a water closet was
installed. This was flushed from a tank installed in the
roof of the potting shed alongside (only the framework
survives and it must have frozen in the winter). The
effluent discharged via a 6-inch diameter lead U-bend
down and across the yard into a large brick-built
cesspit in the back garden. This had a wooden cover
which collapsed during the last war as I unknowingly
drove a tractor and plough across it. Fortunately the
tractor was just clear of the edge. Access today [to the
Ladies’ Mile] is by a ladder as the end of the passage
was cut off just after 1918 to insert a new back stairs’.
Altogether it is the most remarkable arrangement and
must surely be unique (fig. 27 and fig. 28).

In the absence of a window, light and ventilation was
sometimes provided in the door itself. The simplest
method was to make the door shorter than the doorway,
leaving a gap at the top for light and air to enter.
Alternatively the top of the door could be cut with a
series of V notches, as at Court Farm, Pucklechurch,
where a large lean-to privy is built against a tall
garden wall close to the back door of the house. One
correspondent remembered heart-shaped openings in
the privy doors at both his and his grandparents’ homes
in Olveston, which were ‘discretely just above eye
level’.31 The only heart-shaped opening found during
this survey was at Osborne House, Frocester (fig. 25).
The former Post Office Stores in Tormarton had a
door which ‘faced east and had louvres from above
the lintel to just below the eaves, providing ventilation
and a little light in daytime’.32
At night time, or in the absence of either a window or
a hole in the door, people had to take a light with them.
The privy at Bromley Heath Farm, Downend, was still
being used by the farm workers in 1999. Evidence of
recent use came in the form of a candle standing in the
recess in the wall above the single-holed seat, along
with a knife and a pile of spent matches. Wax from the
red candle had dripped down the wall, and the wooden
lintel was scarred from many years of candle flames.33
Apart from the modern loo roll and the plastic ice
cream box holding torn-up newspaper, this could have
been a sight from any time in the past three hundred
years. Many people have memories of taking candles
on the long trip down the garden path and of the
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problems when they blew out. An Olveston resident
said that if her children drummed their heels on the
wooden seat front, it meant either that they had run
out of paper or that the candle had blown out, leaving
them sitting in the dark.34 One lady of 83 remembered
avoiding the problem by not using a candle ‘so that I
didn’t see any “livestock” ’.35
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One solution was to have a candle permanently
installed in the privy. ‘There was the patent candle
holder….[which] had a shiny reflector which threw
its warm if rather wavering reflected light over the
proceedings when the candle was lit on dark winter
evenings’.36
Several people remembered using
hurricane lamps, and at Hall End Farm near Wickwar,
they used to take a lantern in winter. The privy at
Redhill Farm, Elberton is a particularly long way
from the house, so the family always carried matches
to relight the candle en route; sometimes they took a
Tilley lamp instead, before they installed electric light
in 1952.37 Liberty House in Tytherington, built in 1902,
also had the luxury of electric light in the privy, which
was attached to the wash-house and coalshed (fig. 30).
The privy survived almost unaltered with its two-level
hinged seat and the original bucket for the adult seat,
but despite its good state of preservation the owners
have since demolished the building. The fittings were
offered to two local museums, but unfortunately they
couldn’t find room for them. The bucket was given to
another privy-owner.
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Privies are a once universal part of our heritage
which, although such small buildings, exhibit the
same variations in building materials and architectural
details as the houses they accompany. The variety
of plan forms is much larger than one might expect,
but again the same can be said of houses. They are
truly vernacular buildings and every bit as deserving
of protection and restoration as the rest of our built
heritage.
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BOOK REVIEW
Martin Ecclestone
Prehistoric Gloucestershire by Timothy Darvill, 2nd Edition,
Amberley Publishing PLC, Stroud. Paperback, price £16.99. July 2011.
The first edition of this book was published in 1987,
since when there have been great changes; between
1990 and 2009 there were 2500 archaeological
investigations in Gloucestershire and their technology
and procedures have both improved. A new, up to
date edition is therefore very welcome, 25% longer
(now 288 pages) and now with a bibliography of 700
references. The 132 text illustrations and 27 colour
plates are excellent.

up-standing prehistoric sites and monuments is quite
exceptional’.
The first edition was well reviewed in TBGAS 106
by Richard Bradley (of Reading University). He did,
however, question Darvills’ restricting his work to
within the boundaries of Gloucestershire, as made
in 1974, especially for the chapters dealing with
the palaeolithic and 1600 to 100BC. In the second
edition’s Preface, Darvill has responded, saying that
‘a fairly flexible approach to the county boundary has
been adopted, since it had no meaning to prehistoric
people’. Bradley also criticised the poor availability
of information from some of the major excavations
(particularly Crickley Hill), though Darvill could
hardly held responsible. In the last twenty years
archaeology has become closely integrated with
the planning authorities and the Cotswold, Oxford
and Wessex contractors have carried out the major
investigations, providing high quality information.

There are ten maps that show the known distribution
across the county of settlements and types of
monuments, at different periods, which will fascinate
the book’s readers and demand explanations. In some
cases the locations of the symbols are specified, but this
would not be possible for the more densely distributed
maps. I suggest that it would help readers identify
locations, however roughly, if each map included the
National Grid at intervals of 5km along the frame.
The book’s chapters deal with seven periods
chronologically, starting with ‘Between the Ice Ages’
(700,000 to 12,000BC) and ending with ‘The Kingdom
of the Dobunni’ (100BC to AD50). Darvill reminds us
that as long ago as 1586, William Camden recorded
some of the wealth of the county’s ancient remains
in his ‘Britannia’, the first guidebook to Britain’s
antiquities. And still today, ‘the quality and quantity of

As a complete amateur compared with Bradley, I
cannot review the technical accuracy of this second
edition, though I do not doubt it, but I can say that
this book is not just for professionals. Tim Darvill
has been a GADARG member since his youth and he
clearly intends to make his book accessible to all – and
enjoyable. I think he has succeeded.

BOOK REVIEW
Nigel Spry
Roman Gloucestershire, by Tim Copeland. The History Press, The Mill, Brimscombe Port, Stroud, GL5 2QG.
Paperback, 191 pages, 17 x 25 cm., 91 black and white illustrations, 28 colour plates. ISBN 978 0 7524 5783 3.
Price £17.99. 2011.
It is now over a quarter of a century since Alan
McWhirr
wrote his Roman Gloucestershire in
which he pulled-together for a general readership the
evidence of Roman occupation in our county, so the
time is now right for the review of the same subject
by Tim Copeland. However, he has widened the scope
of his study in area - into Herefordshire (Ariconium)
and Oxfordshire (the North Oxfordshire Grim’s Ditch
complex and beyond) - and to some extent in time.

arranged more or less logically from the Late Iron
Age up to the late-sixth century AD. Chapter titles,
where not wholly self-explanatory, are subtitled with
their broad contents and subheadings allow easy
‘navigation’. Chapters describing and interpreting
different types of sites, monuments and major
locations are interleaved at relevant points in the
historical sequence. Most contain discursive essays,
usually at the beginning, although not always,
complemented by detailed site-by-site evidence,
well-illustrated by copies of figures from the original
source reports and articles. The 28 full colour plates
are bound together in the centre of the book.

The preface outlines the compass of the book and an
introductory chapter defines Roman Gloucestershire,
with the study laid out in a further twelve chapters
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‘Securing the Surrender’ considers literary and military
evidence for the Roman advance to the Severn and
then discusses the significance, location, excavated
evidence and layout of the Kingsholm fortress,
Leaholme and the Gloucester city centre fortress.
Chapter four on ‘Roman Roads’ considers the three
principal roads that cross or enter Gloucestershire,
as well as provides information on more local routes,
including west of Severn. There are subheadings on
excavated sections of Roman roads which cover official
and rural travel, trade and settlement. ‘Displaying
Compliance: AD43-100’ deals with the effects of the
Roman occupation on the elite Iron Age communities,
particularly around Cirencester. But the foundation
date of the Colonia at Gloucester causes the author
some problems. Not willing to accept the excavated
evidence of Henry Hurst (who he unkindly describes
as a ‘dirt archaeologist’, ignoring his 35 year academic
career), that there was a stone rebuild of the AD 66
fortress before the foundation of Colonia Nervia (or
Nerviana) Glevensis in AD 96-98, ‘here it is accepted
that the fortress on the city centre site was abandoned
c. AD 75 with the foundation of Isca Silarium at
Caerleon and that the new part stone-built structures
were those of the Colonia’. He accepts a foundation
date of c. AD 86/7. The development of Glevum and
Corinium feature in the next chapter ‘Romans and
Countrymen’ and is particularly well illustrated. The
final part contrasts the two places. Chapter 7 returns
to the countryside, contrasting this time the landscapes
and archaeologies of each area of the county in Roman
times. The following chapter pursues this rural theme
discussing the region’s ‘Small Towns’ their layout
and their functions. The ‘Villas’ chapter – ‘Status In
Stone’ reviews the evidence from a handful of the 36
excavated Gloucestershire villas out of total of 140
potential sites, highlighting examples of ‘differences
of size, dates of development and wealth’. He also
considers the “trajectory of construction” of villas
and their development. The curiously named chapter
10, ‘Earthworks’ deals with agriculture and industry
– building materials, mosaics, sculpture, furniture
making and the pottery industry throughout the region,
together with iron mining and working particularly in
the Forest of Dean and south Herefordshire. ‘Sacred

Spaces’ is a chapter embracing three linked topics:
shrines, temples and graves, considering late IronAge sanctuaries and rituals and reviews the Uley
transitional Romano-Celtic example and other major
and local shrines. Christianity is a further subheading
in this chapter. Chapter 12 ‘have you found anyone
yet?’ deals with memorial tombstones. It ends with
essays on personal identity, life style and social
relationships. In the final chapter dealing with ‘The
End of Roman Gloucestershire’, he makes no choice
between rivals Corinium and Glevum as the capital
of Britannia Prima, while in the countryside there is
strong evidence of post-Roman activity and he uses
the examples of Frocester and Crickley Hill.
A particularly notable feature of the book is its
extensive eight page bibliography that is ordered by
chapters. Surprisingly Eddie Price’s final Frocester
volume (excavations from 1995-2009) is not listed,
nor indeed in the ‘Villas’ chapter are the results of his
last fifteen years work mentioned. The two and a half
page index seems slight by comparison even with that
in Alan McWhirr’s earlier work.
Roman Gloucestershire is not without faults, with
numerous typing errors, causing irritation to the reader.
There is obvious confusion between the engraver
Samuel Lysons FRS (1763-1819), the first excavator
of the Woodchester and Great Witcombe villas,
and Rev. (later Canon) Samuel Lysons his nephew
(1806-77) who wrote the tedious 1860 paper on The
Romans in Gloucestershire. We read that Ermin Street,
disconcertingly for a serious work, written throughout
the text with a final ‘e’, “descended the escarpment
at below Crickley Hill” (page 46, repeating page 28),
when in fact it descended Birdlip Hill. Assuming it did
happen, the Battle of Dyrham took place in 577 not
557 (page 176).
Nevertheless, Tim Copeland has produced a
comprehensive, well ordered and readable review of
the latest research and opinions about our local Roman
and Romano-British forebears, that will be enjoyed by
the intelligent lay reader and amateur and professional
archaeologists.
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PLANNING RELATED ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN GLOUCESTER BY
COTSWOLD ARCHAEOLOGY – SUMMARY OF 2011 FIELDWORK
Jonathan Hart, Publications Officer, Cotswold Archaeology
1			
The Blackfriars, Gloucester
NGR SO 8290 1840
September 2010 to May 2011
Watching Brief and Historic Building Recording

undertaken to mitigate the demolition of a tower block
and contemporary two-storey annexe, custom-built for
the college in 1972. The building had undergone almost
no change externally or structurally since its construction,
but had evidently undergone major refurbishment and reordering internally, most probably during or after 1997.
Little of the original internal arrangements survived,
except for structural elements such as staircases and lift
enclosures (and even these were renewed in the annexe).
The lift mechanisms and a few doors and doorcases
also remained from 1972. The building had internally
been extensively vandalised and was in extremely poor
condition.

A watching brief and historic building recording were
undertaken during limited structural alterations within and
adjacent to the buildings of the cloister quadrangle of the
medieval Blackfriars Dominican friary. The survival of
buried medieval tiled surfaces, exposed during previous
works, was confirmed and the foundations of the Friary
buildings and perimeter wall were exposed in several areas.
A flagstone surface may have been an original medieval
surface within the north range. A fireplace of probable
early post-medieval date may be part of alterations by
Thomas Bell.
2
NSO 8230 1793
Evaluation

5
74 and 76 London Road, Gloucester
NGR SO 8401 1885
December 2010
Evaluation 					

Marston’sSite, Gloucester Quays
May 2011

Two test pits exposed post-medieval make-up layers and
a brick surface.

A trench excavated to locate the continuation of a possible
medieval drain found during a previous evaluation found
no evidence for the drain, although deposits probably
associated with the Sudbrook stream and its 19th-century
infilling were observed. A robbed out wall of probable
post-medieval date and deposits relating to the industrial
development and use of the site were also recorded.

6
NGR SO 7970 1320

Land at Sellars farm, Hardwicke

Watching brief and evaluation

Nov 2010 to Feb 2011

Monitoring of geotechnical trenches and a subsequent
evaluation revealed two Roman ditches as well as undated
ditches, possible postholes and tree-throw pits. Ploughed
out ridge and furrow remains were also observed.

3
Former Gasworks, BristolRoad, Gloucester
NGR SO 8190 1590
March 2011
Historic Building Recording

7
NGR SO 8157 1359
Watching Brief

Historic building recording of the former gasworks,
founded in 1875, recorded parts of the original structures
surviving above ground, including boundary walls and a
partly demolished gate lodge. The infilled brick pit for the
eastern gasometer of 1875 was also visible on the site visit,
as was the complete but sunken and completely empty
gasometer on the north, added in 1901. The stanchions
of the rising framework for the 1901 gasometer were
removed in 2001 and the stumps are still in situ. A brick
office on the south side of the entrance road looked as if it
belonged to the first phase, but does not appear on mapping
until 1936. The other buildings recorded all belonged to an
experimental gas production plant established in the 1950s.

Manor Farm Barns, Quedgeley
June to August 2011

Previous historic building recording by Cotswold
Archaeology indicated that existing barns on the site date
to the medieval and post-medieval periods. Groundworks
associated with the conversion of these to a public house
and restaurant exposed deposits associated with their later
post-medieval and modern phases. These included makeup layers, surfaces and walls. No medieval remains were
identified.
8
NGR SO 8972 1663
Watching Brief

4 Gloscat Tower Block, Brunswick Road, Gloucester
NGR SO 8309 1832
January 2011
Historic Building Recording 			

Brockworth Enterprise School
October to November 2010

Groundworks associated with the development of an
outdoor all weather sports pitch and changing room
facility exposed no features or deposits of archaeological
interest.

Historic building recording of the now-redundant
Brunswick Road campus of Gloucester College was
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FIELDWORK IN 2010 BY OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY
Compiled by Edward Biddulph
Hunts Grove, Quedgeley

of Tewkesbury was commissioned by Severn Trent
Water (STW) and directed by Stuart Foreman. The
largest part of the pipeline route and two of the
three excavated sites (Fiddington and Pamington)
lie within the county of Gloucestershire, whereas
the most substantial archaeological remains were
discovered at Bredon’s Norton in Worcestershire. The
site at Pamington comprises a pair of small ditched
enclosures dating from the mid to late Iron Age,
perhaps representing stock enclosures or seasonal
settlements. The site at Fiddington comprises a
complex of enclosures, probably on the periphery of
a more extensive rural settlement occupied from the
1st to the 4th century AD. A single early Saxon pottery
sherd was also recovered. An archaeological watching
brief was maintained along the remainder of the route,
which did not discover any further significant remains.

Andrew Norton directed a strip-map-and-sample
investigation at Quedgeley (NGR SO 809 117) on
behalf of Scott Wilson and Trench Farrow plc. The
work revealed evidence of a Roman field system. Four
NW-SE or NE-SW aligned shallow ditches filled with
grey brown silty or sandy clays contained sherds of
pottery dated to the late 1st or 2nd century. Similarly
filled but undated ditches were also uncovered,
and most likely represented the re-cutting of the
field boundaries. Undated pits and postholes were
recorded and were probably associated with Roman
agricultural activity. The largest feature was part of
an undated ring or penannular ditch/gully. The ditch
was c.12 m in diameter. No finds were recovered from
the fill but the ditch may have formed part of a Roman
stock enclosure. The work also uncovered three NESW aligned furrows. Ceramic building material dating
to the 19th or 20th century was recovered from one
of them. A boundary ditch and tree hole containing
19th/20th century finds were also recorded.

The Westgate car park, Gloucester
Oxford Archaeology carried out an archaeological
watching brief at the Westgate car park (NGR SO 8275
1901) for Severn Trent Water plc in advance of the
excavation of a geo-technical test pit. The watching
brief revealed a 2.3 m deep deposit of modern made
ground overlying alluvial clay and undisturbed natural
clay. No evidence for any earlier topsoil horizons was
observed.

Gloucester Security of Supply Pipeline
Archaeological mitigation along the line of the 17km
long Gloucester Security of Supply Water Pipeline
(NGR SO 9175 3948 to SO 8917 2686) in the vicinity
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME ROUNDUP 2011
Kurt Adams
Introduction
In December 2011 the Portable Antiquities Scheme
reached the milestone of having recorded over three
quarters of a million artefacts. This makes the PAS
database one of the largest and fastest growing publicly
accessible archaeological databases in the country.
Added to this, the database is online at www.find.
org.uk. People such as students, archaeologists and
interested researchers alike can access these records
immediately, in order to further their own research.
Below is a list, with brief descriptions, of some of
the items that were recorded from Gloucestershire in
2011.The figure scale units are cm throughout.

Fig 2: Cast copper alloy awl/point

The artefact is a long thin rod, with an expanded waist
one quarter down its length, from here either side tapers
to a point. The long side (35mm) has a rectangular
cross section and narrows to a flat terminal, this side
may have been used as a tang and could have been
inserted into a socket. The short side (18mm) has an
octagonal cross section and narrows to a point. Date
2150 BC - 800 BC.

Neolithic
A fragment of a knapped flint polished axe head.

Iron Age
Mount.

Fig 1: Polished axe head

Findspot: Tetbury.				
Database number: GLO-888ED4.			
length 54mm, width 45mm.
The butt of the axe head remains; this is oval in cross
section, with tapering sides and a narrow rounded butt.
Some of the polished areas also show shallow negative
scarring that has not been polished completely flat.
Light creamy grey patina with orange patches. Date,
Neolithic 4500-2100BC.
Fig 3: Mount

Bronze Age

Findspot: Sudley area.			
Database number: GLO-EC7132.			
Length 16mm, width 10mm, thickness 10mm,
weight 3.08g.

Cast copper alloy awl/point.
Findspot: Coberly.			
Database number: GLO-E6E9A3. 				
Length 52mm, width 6mm, thickness 6.5mm,
weight 5.87g.

This has a hollow bulbous body with a pointed top, the
lower edge is angled and has a series of short grooves
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running around the outside edge. There is a rivet hole
on either side where a copper alloy pin would have
passed through horizontally. The surface is pitted with
corrosion, but is otherwise in excellent condition.

This is a scaled down model of the larger socketed axe
of the Late Bronze Age and is a Robinson Type III,
WA&NHM 88. These artefacts are normally dated to
the late Iron Age–Early Roman period and are likely
to be religious offerings, with many either found in
grave sites, such as the example found in one of the
Arras chariot burials in Yorkshire, or are associated
with religious sites. However, four examples found at
Whitchurch in the East Midlands, have been dated to
the Late Bronze Age to Early Iron Age. Dating of these
items is therefore problematic, as they appear to have
been used at two separate points in antiquity. A date of
Late Bronze Age to the Early Iron Age and late Iron
Age–Early Roman is ascribed.

A number of these have now been recovered and several
are recorded on the PAS database, including WMIDCA9D04, BH-037A57 and SF-520513. There is some
variation in these objects. One example was found in
the Salisbury Hoard (no. 117), and they are thought to
date from the middle Bronze Age to the late Iron Age.
Dr J. D. Hill at the British Museum suggests that they
are Iron Age rather than Bronze Age, but this is yet
to be confirmed by excavation of a stratified example.
Many form the terminal of a bar shaped object that
has a hole passing through the centre, these are solid
one piece castings and have led to the theory that they
could be dagger fittings. However this example was
riveted in place with a pin, that passes horizontally
through the mount; this type of attachment may have
proved to be too delicate for a dagger. The absence
of clear archaeological evidence makes the true use of
these objects conjectural, but it quite likely that this
type of object may have had a number of uses.

Roman
Bucket mount.

Votive axe.
Fig 5: Bucket mount

Findspot: Sudley area.			
Database number: GLO-63AEF2			
length 19.5mm, width 22mm, depth 15mm,		
weight 14.04g
Cast copper alloy bucket mount in the shape of an ox
head. This has a triangular shape in plan, the top to
corners are pointed and form the horns. The snout,
which projects forward, is oval with a slot towards the
base of the mouth and the eyes are formed from an
engraved ring. At the base, the third corner is narrowed
to form a spike.
The mount is probably dated to the 1st or 2nd century
AD. The details such as the eyes and the simplicity
of the design are characteristic of a Romanised style,
whereas Iron Age examples have lentoid shaped eyes
and a more naturalistic appearance. Similar bucket
escutcheons or mounts were found at Shepton Mallet,
Somerset and Westmorland and Burrow, Cumbria.

Fig 4: Votive Axe

Findspot: Falfield.			
Database number: GLO-259A17.				
length 25mm, width 22.5mm, thickness 12mm,
weight 16.51g.
A votive socketed axehead with an oval socket at the
rear of the axe. The loop projects from the top at the
rear of the axe, this is small and rounded. The blade is
rectangular.
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Buckle plate.

these appeared to be more popular in Britain, than on
the Continent. The nearest similar example, illustrated
in Hawkes and Dunning, is no. 6 a buckle and plate
from Colchester, Essex, and this was possibly of
continental origin and brought to Britain by the
military, or was a copy made in Britain. Hawkes and
Dunning illustrate another continental example from a
cemetery in Vermand, France, which is also similar to
the recorded example. These buckles and buckle plates
may date to the 4th and 5th centuries.
Necklace link.

Fig 6: Buckle plate

Findspot: Cam.				
Database number: GLO-717181.			
length 63mm, width 42mm, thickness 3mm,		
weight 28g.

Fig 7: Necklace link

Findspot: Tetbury.			
Database number: GLO-88AC25. 			
Overall dimensions: length 21mm, width 7.5mm,
thickness 7mm, weight 2.03g.

Cast copper alloy buckle plate. This is a rectangular
plate with bevelled outside edges. There is a small
roundel lug flanking the corners of the forward edge, a
further roundel lug in the centre of the long edge and
a larger roundel on the rear corners, all with stamped
ring and dot decoration. The rear edge is slightly
concave with a large roundel in the centre and a
smaller one to the side forming the terminal. The large
roundel has a stamped foliate design and the smaller
roundel a stamped ring and dot. The centre of the plate
is openwork and consists of three horizontal lines
comprised of two short rectangles that are flanked by
a roundel at either end. Along the side of the frame
are stamped squares with a cross in the centre, and
at either end are a number of stamped ring and dots
interspersed with the openwork. The forward edge has
four evenly spaced short cylinders that would have
held a pin, and formed a hinge for the buckle, which
is now missing.

The body of the artefact is rectangular, (10mm long)
with a gently tapering cross-section (5mm, by 3mm
at its widest point) and is decorated with a panel of
stamped diagonal hatched lines. At either terminal is
a thin rectangular tab with a circular hole in the centre,
one has been cast at 90 degrees to the other. This
results in one loop arranged on the horizontal plane,
while the other is on the vertical. Both loops display
wear on the outside edge. Two similar examples
excavated, one, within a building at the Uley Shrine
in Gloucestershire, had a loop at one end and a hook
on the other terminal which would have acted as a
fastener of a necklace, and dates to the late 4th century,
Woodward and Leach no. 59, and the other found in
a ditch which dated to the late 4th to early 5th century,
Woodward and Leach, no. 78.

Hawkes and Dunning, categorise these types of buckle
plates and their corresponding buckles as type 2a, and
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Silver Roman Republican denarius of the moneyer
M Baebius Qf Tampilus

Findspot: Tetbury.			
Database number: GLO-88A182. 				
Diameter 13mm, thickness 5mm, weight 1.33g.
This is a small worn pebble that may have been used
as a gaming counter. It is roughly circular in plan with
rounded smooth sides.
Similar examples made out of glass have been
excavated from a grave in Stanway, Colchester. In the
grave was discovered a board game which had been
laid out with twenty four counters, twelve white glass
counters on one side and twelve blue glass counters
on the other. These counters were arranged in a line
with one piece moved forward on both sides, probably
showing first stages of play, see Crummy for further
details.

Fig 8: Silver denarius

Findspot: Little Dean.			
Database number: GLO-ECCCC0.				
Diameter17mm, weight 3.21g
Rome, 137 BC
Obv. TAMPIL; Helmeted head of Roma left; below
chin, (X)
Rev. ROMA; M.BAEBI.Q.F.; Apollo in quadriga
right, holding bow and arrow, and branch
RRC 236/1a or 1c
Reece 1

Early Medieval
Stirrup-strap mount.

NB: This coin is from a large issue with 267 obverse
and 334 reverse dies recorded. It is one of the earlier
Republican coins recorded with the PAS, and is the
earliest from Gloucestershire on the PAS Database.
The oldest denarius - BERK-65D307- dates to the
late 3rd century BC struck over sixty years before this
piece.
Possible gaming counter.
Fig 10: Stirrup-strap mount

Findspot: Coberly.			
Database number: GLO-369EF2. 				
Length 47mm, width 28mm, thickness 11mm,
weight 31.92g.
The mount, made of cast copper-alloy is subrectangular in form with a loop at the apex, and is
encrusted with iron corrosion leaving a heavily pitted
surface. The main plate is decorated with a human face
mask that has large sub-oval eyes, a slightly protruding
nose, and a pointed chin. Linear traces under the eyes
may be evidence for niello lines, but this is heavily
corroded. A rearward facing projection on the base of
the piece has two rivet holes, both are encrusted with
iron corrosion. This is a Williams’ Class A Type 11A
stirrup strap mount of the 11th century.

Fig 9: Possible gaming counter
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Medieval
Pilgrims badge.

Fig 12: Seal matrix

surface is in very good condition. There is a loop on
the reverse for suspension. This artefact dates to the
13th century.

Fig 11: Pilgrims badge

Findspot: Tortworth.			
Database number: GLO-BECDA3.			
Height 20mm, width 18mm, thickness 10mm,
weight 2.79g.

Mount for a reliquary.

A cast copper alloy badge depicting St. George and
the dragon. The badge shows St. George on horseback
facing right, his right arm is upraised and probably held
a sword above his head, but this has been truncated. He
is wearing armour that is typical of the 15th century.
Below the horse, are three ovals that are the remains of
the dragons’ body that is being trampled by the horse.
The badge is heavily corroded resulting in the loss of
most of the detail, such as the features of the horse and
knights’ head and all of detail on the dragons’ body.
The head of the dragon also appears to be truncated.
There is a wire loop on the reverse that has been
soldered into place.
Two examples of medieval pilgrim badges depicting
St. George are illustrated in Brian Spencer’s ‘Salisbury
& South Wiltshire Museum medieval catalogue Part
2’. Both these examples depict St. George attacking
the dragon below his feet. A very similar example
is WMID-FB76D0 and a further item depicting St
George is LANCUM-4501B2.

Fig 13: Mount for a reliquary

Findspot: Long Newnton.			
Database number: GLO-296B71. 			
Length 51.5mm, width 29mm, thickness 13mm,
weight 9.17g.

Seal matrix.

A cast gilt copper alloy mount for a reliquary in the
form of a standing angel. The wings are long, slender
and pointed and hatched lines were used to depict
feathers, only that to the right remains. The head
appears to be covered by a cloth or wimple that is plain,
with the exception of a decorative border consisting
of two wavy stippled lines that run around the edge.
The face of the figure has large oval eyes that have
small circular blue glass/stone inserts for the pupils. It
is dressed in a simple robe, the folds shown by thick
indented lines and open at the front exposing a lighter
garment underneath. At the top of this garment at the
neckline, is a line of squares that could be a decorative

Findspot: Alveston.			
Database number: GLO-BDEF76.			
Length 23mm, width 13mm, thickness 5mm,
weight 2.23g.
Made of copper alloy, a Vesica-shaped seal matrix, in
the centre of which is a bird of prey that is bending
down looking at a smaller bird below, most likely a
bird of prey standing over its kill. Around the outside
is the inscription CREDE MICHI, which translates
as ‘trust me’. The edge is heavily damaged but the
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border for the undergarment, or a necklace. The lower
half of the angel is truncated. The style of decoration
is very similar to reliquaries of the late 12th to early
13th centuries.

Each shows a figure set within a roundel and were
thought to date to the late 11th-early 12th century.
These are also seen in church architecture, such as the
carvings at the cathedral dedicated to St. Lazarus at
Autun, Burgundy, dated to the mid 12th century.

Figures such as this are found on chasse or box
reliquaries and the mounting of these separate figures
onto reliquaries was first seen by the end of the 12th
century, but became more popular at the beginning
of the 13th century. The most notable came from the
workshops at Limoges, producing examples such as
the early 13th century Crucifixion and Christ in Majesty
reliquary in the Louvre Museum in Paris.

Post Medieval
Scabbard chape.

Mount.

Fig 15: Scabbard chape

Findspot: Titherington.			
Database number: GLO-898576. 			
Length 37mm, width 24mm, thickness 5mm,
weight 6.71g.

Fig 14: Mount

Findspot:Puckington.			
Database number: GLO-2CF4F7. 			
Length 37mm, width 34mm, thickness 1mm,
weight 4.38g.

Cast copper alloy scabbard chape. This would have
had a separate sheet copper alloy back plate, but
this is now missing. The upper half is plain with an
openwork cordate shape hole in the centre, the top
has an undulating/ crenellated edge. The lower half is
scallop shaped with radiating lines emanating from the
top centre at which point is an openwork trefoil. There
is a small knop at the base. Date, late 15th-16th century.

A sheet copper-alloy mount, but only a fragment of
the original remains. The surface is highly decorated
and shows two roundels with birds in the centre. The
bird in the left roundel faces left with its wings folded,
it possibly holds a branch in one of its claws; below
and above it are triangular objects which could be
shields. The bird in the right roundel faces right and
has its wings outstretched above its back, above this
is a circular object. Separating the two roundels is a
six pointed star at the base and a sub-triangular object
above. Below the two roundels is a central projection,
with a large rivet hole (4.5mm diameter), in turn
surrounded by a third roundel. All of the decoration
is in relief. The surface is heavily corroded and it is
impossible to determine whether or not it was gilt
or enamelled. This could have been a mount from a
reliquary, and the birds possibly depicting doves. The
object dates to the 12th century.

Silver Commonwealth Halfgroat.

Roundels with beasts and other heraldic devices were
used throughout the medieval period, but were much
more common in the 12th-13th centuries. In Gloucester
a number of decorative bone and antler gaming pieces
were excavated in the grounds of the Norman castle.

Fig 16: Silver Halfgroat
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Note: the coin has jumped in the die resulting in the
obverse being double struck.
Clock key.

Fig 17: Clock key

Findspot: Long Newnton. 				
Database number: GLO-293444. 			
Length 64mm, width 25mm, thickness 8.5mm,
weight 17.42g.					
Date 1650-1800
Made of cast copper alloy. The bow is in the shape
of a figure-of-eight with one of the loops smaller than
the other, and decorated with crude incised decoration.
The stem is hollow and has two rectangular prongs
that project forward of the terminal by 5mm.
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HON TREASURER’S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING 28 FEBRUARY 2011
Receipts and Payments for year ending 28 February 2011
Income							

2010-11

2009-10

							
General Fund						

£		
			

Members’ Subscription					

1,591.00		

1,778.36

Contributions at Meetings				

115.00		

121.00

Glevensis						

199.22

118.04

Repayment						

9.00

Coach Outing						

521.15

430.00

Bank Interest: High Interest Account			

.36

.36

Income Tax Refund					

247.75		

Auction/Raffle

£

552.50
     76.15

Donations						

19.97		

Sub-total					

2,703.45

14.00
3,090.41

Publication Fund
Bank Interest: CAF Account				

29.40			

99.44

Heritage Lottery Grant								

9,776.00

LiDAR
Total Income						

2,723.85

12,965.85

Expenditure						

2010-11		

							

£			

£

Lecturer’s Expenses, Fees, Donations & Gifts		

215.00		

270.00

Accommodation						

50.00		

395.00

2009-10

General Fund						

Affiliation Fees

      74.00      

                    74.00

Insurance						

370.74		

350.51

Postage							

298.36		

238.11

Coach Outing						

495.20		

467.00

Printing: Glevensis					

697.90		

594.90

Other						

69.71 		

62.00

Photocopying & Stationery				

198.55

183.33

Advertising						

10.00

10.00

Internet Site Host Rental				

20.28

19.80

Miscellaneous						

10.00

0.00

Sub-total						

2,509.74

2,664.65

Photocopying & Stationery				

197.16

120.00

Printing							

3,240.00

Publication Fund

Miscellaneous					

.35		

Sub-total						

3,437.51
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.70
120.70

LiDAR
Equipment inc software					

1,236.59		

1,782.01

Printing							

790.00

Postage							

125.51		

53.40

Contribution to Interpretation by GCC						

5,450.00

Survey: Magnetometry				
Photocopying & Stationery

190.00		

				

84.35		

65.90

Sub-total						

2,426.45

7,351.31

Total Expenditure					

8,373.70		

Surplus/Loss of Income					

2010-11

2009-10

							

£

£

10,136.66

General Fund						

193.71

425.76

Publication Fund						

-3,408.11

-21.26

LiDAR							

-2,426.45

2,424,69

							

-5,640.85

2,829.19

Statement of Assets and Liabilities as at 28 February 2011
Current Assets						

2010-11		

2009-10

							

£

£

Bank Accounts: Treasurer’s Account			

4,121,45

		

6,363.21

High Interest						

1,785.40		

1,785.04

CAFCash						

12,379.45		

15,787.56

Cash in hand						

9.00		

.34

Total Assets						

18,295.30		

23,936.15

Accumulated Fund
Brought Forward from last year				

5,723.90

5,298.14

Plus surplus/minus loss for year				

193.71

425.76

Sub-total 						

5,917.61

5,723.90

Brought Forward from last year				

15,787.56

15,808.82

Plus surplus/minus loss for year				

-3,408.11

-21.26

Sub-total 						

12,379.45

15,787.56

Publication Fund

LiDAR
Brought Forward from last year				

2,424.69

Plus surplus/minus loss for year				

-2,426.45

2,424.69

Sub-total 						

-1.76

2,424.69

18,295.30

23,936.15

Overall						

		

Notes
1

The subscription includes 13 (17) subscriptions £163 (£211) for 2011-12.

2

The Publication Fund is the money transferred form the Frocester Publication Fund in 2001 and was
initially earmarked for Vols 3 & 4 and now may be used for any other publication.
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO GLEVENSIS AND EDITORIAL CONVENTIONS
FOR REFERENCES
Format
Authors are requested to submit a typed hard copy of their manuscript and an identical copy preferably on CDROM. The format of the text body should be either word or rich text with Times New Roman 10 point font. Text
should be double spaced, justified to left hand side, with numbered pages and wide margins on one side of A4
paper. It would be helpful if only the final version of the article, clearly labelled, were present on the disc. If for
any reason a disc cannot be supplied it is important that the manuscript should be of good quality i.e. on at least
80g/m2 white paper so that the text can be scanned into a computer.
Illustrations should be kept separate from the text. All illustrations, line drawings and photos, should be ‘figs’
(figures), and not plates and figures. Captions should be supplied and be sufficiently descriptive to give a reasonable
explanation of the figure without reference to the text. Illustrations should be of good quality, preferably with
typed text and with photos supplied as prints and line drawings in black ink, on white paper, no greater than A4 in
size, if possible. (Limited modification of line drawings using computer graphics may be applied during editing
to improve drawings of ‘freehand’ quality). If supplied electronically on CD-ROM these should be saved in jpg
format and as black and white or greyscale images only (i.e. not coloured).
Referencing
The reader should be able to check and follow up the evidence for statements made by the author, by means of a
referencing system. This also protects the author against charges of plagiarism.
1.

Glevensis uses the ‘running note’ method of citation, where each cited reference has a separate sequential
number, superscripted in the text in 7 point Times New Roman font after the punctuation mark. Notes
and references will be printed at the end of the text and should be supplied typed in sequence.

2.

Some items in the references, may be explanatory notes, but the majority will refer to the source and
published sources should be presented as follows:

a)

For books: Author, editor (with initials) or organisation name. Title of Book (in italics), edition if not first.
Place and name of publisher, year of publication (in brackets) page numbers referred to.
Example
Hoskins, W. G. Fieldwork in Local History, 2nd ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1982) 41-46.

b)

For journals: Author’s name. ‘Title of article’ (in quotes), Title of Journal (in italics) volume number (in
bold), date (in brackets), page number(s).
Example
Lloyd, C. ‘Arthur’s Britain’, Landscape History 21 (1999), 9.

c)

In the case of chapters from edited books or papers from an edited collection, the name of the chapter’s
or paper’s author is followed by the ‘title’ of the article, (in quotes), followed by ‘in’, the name or names
of the editor(s) and the title of the book, (in italics), then the publisher, date and page no as in a) or b)
above.
Examples:
Herbert, N. M. ‘Trade and industry’, in Herbert, N. M. (ed.), VCH Gloucestershire, 4 (1988), 23-24.
(This is the standard way of citing the Victoria County History)
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Moore, D. ‘The charter evidence’ in Aston M. and Lewis C. (eds) The Medieval Landscape of Wessex.
Oxbow Monograph 46 (1994), 97-114.
d)

Where a reference is to an already referenced book or article, it is sufficient to give the author’s name, a
shortened title, and relevant page numbers. But where another reference to the same source immediately
follows it, ‘ibid’ may be used, plus the relevant page numbers.
Example(s):
Hoskins, Fieldwork in Local History, 41-46.
Loyd, ‘Arthur’s Britain’, 9.
Herbert, ‘Trade and industry’, 23-24.
Moore, ‘Charter evidence’, 97-98.

e)

Maps used should also be referenced. Creator, editor or organisation. Title of map. Sheet number, edition
or series title. Place and name of publisher (if given).
Examples
Map references: Ordnance Survey. 1972. OS map. Plan SO7622-7722 Scale 1:2500 (25”)
Ordnance Survey 1885 1st edition OS map. Sheet no 24/8. Scale 25”

f)

Web reference: Author or editor, initials. Online title (in italics). Edition (if known). Place and name of
publisher (if given) (in brackets). Date of publication. URL (Date accessed) (in brackets).
Example
Genuki. Gloucestershire town and parish map: Forest of Dean area.
http://www.genuki.org.uk/big/eng/GLS/GLSImgMap1.html
(Accessed 26.11.06).

3.

Unpublished documentary sources should be referenced by the location of the document, its local
reference number and the folio number(s). The document’s description and date is also desirable.
Examples (explain any abbreviations used in text):
NA. National Archives, STAC/7/16/5 ff.1-10 (1601 depositions).
GA. Gloucester Archives, D3398 1/7/10. Deeds of lease and sale 1851-1880.

4.

Information provided by individuals should be referenced by: Name of source: Personal communication.
Date information given.

Deadline for submissions will be October 31st. The Editor will subsequently notify you whether your paper has
been accepted and discuss any changes needed. Following revisions you will be sent proofs to check for any errors
and give final approval, prior to publication.
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